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TE£ VilCSLm fjm Dr.FIEITIOKS OF TFRKS ÜOLD.
IBTROCDCTIOB
Today the teaching in a high school Is specialized. 
This specialization 1ms had a groat effect upon teacher ' 
preparation and teacher er'ployment. It is hoped that this 
study will expose soej© new facts on this question to the 
end that teacher training, enploymont, and assignment of 
teachers* duties a ay î>© in terms of the demands of the higjh 
school as slîOten by analysis of current practices*
Students often ask what the best teaching ccombina­
tions are in the State of lîorth Dakota. They feel that 
they know what their ralor field is going to be, but can­
not decide what the boat combination would be with their 
chosen field. Opinions expreesed by friends and teachers 
îiave been based very largely upon personal feeling. At 
times they select their minor field on the basis of the 
personality or llkoableness of a certain instructor* Too 
often little attention is paid to the possibility of that 
coî}îbînatîon*s being In demand in the teaching field.
A student is usually more concerned with the matter 
of securing a position after ho Is through with college 
than with the subjects he might have to teach after securing
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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A position. Upon securing a position, a teacher Is fre­
quently assigned to teach In several subject fields* As 
a result of this condition It is sometinea difficult to 
secure raxinum proficiency on the part of the teacher in 
any particular subject ïratter field* It is only within 
recent years that subject-matter combinations in high 
schools became so vital a pi'oblem as to demand Investiga­
tion* It is hoped that the findings of this study will 
aid the high school administrator to arrange properly the 
subject combinations in M s  own curriculum, and to serve 
as a guide for prospective teachers in their collage train­
ing*
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
purîposs CF THIS studt.
This study isaa undertaken in an ei'fort to ascer» 
tain a number of facta about teaching coablnationa in 
north Dakota# The Investigation resolved Itself Into a 
dotermlnatim of:
1# Tlie corablmticsia taught most frequently#
2# %mt per cent of North Dakota high school 
teachers had majors or minors in college in 
the subjects they are teaching in high schools 
S# Vihat per cent of teachers are teaching one, two, 
throe, or more subjects In fields which were 
not considered as major or minor subjects in 
the college course of the teacher!
4. %hat per cent of North Dakota teachers are 
teaching In on©, two, or tierce fields* 
t* Should the college requirements for teaching 
preparation tend to produce teachers who are 
specialists, or should students be given some 
training tn a number of fields?
6# Vihat is the actuating power of the size of the 
school and subject matter corbinationc?
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UTILITY Oy T23 m CîIItATIC ÎÎ GAlTIkD
It is often felt that guess work end opinion has 
served as a basis for the selection of subject corjblna- 
tlons up to within recent years# The data and tables set 
up In this study should enable a student to more easily 
select combinations for training which ore found in the 
teaching field* Science and mathematics need no longer be 
given as the correct combination based only upon the opin­
ions of other students or advisers* T?ic present per cent 
of teacliers in the field who are teaching a combination of 
mathematics and science may be used as a basis for future 
statements to the effect that mathematics and science is a 
good combination* A teacher should be better able to de- 
teiTîlne her chances of teaching her major field only, or 
what the other fields are in which she might have to teachi
0? PROCECnRS
The data for this study were obtained in the office 
of the State Superlntendent of Schools. Figures were 
taken from the high school principal’s reports mad© 
annually at the beginning of each school year. Tîieso 
figures are baaed on the reports for the year 1929-1959* 
They served as the only reliable data for a study of this 
kind made of î’orth Dakota high school teachers* In a few 
cases these reports were not complete, because of the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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failure of certain principals to fill In all the Informa­
tion asked for In the state form# This vas especially 
true of the consolidated schools# All figures available 
were used In gathering tî\e data# At no time was just a 
sampling used in this study# Figures from every school 
In the state wore used if available*
The first preliminary step in compiling the data into 
tables was to define the subjects and subject fields* Due 
to the great amount of statistical work necessary, it was 
decided to group certain subjects Into general categories# 
Each of these categories or groups of subjects was called 
a •Field#® Twelve main, fields were used In preparing 
tables showing the results of the survey#
Subjects under each field were grouped as follows; 
English Included composition, literature, public »peaî<lng, 
journalism, expression, dramatics, debate, oratory, high 
scliool paper, library work and Bible, F̂ itheiaatlcs Included 
algebra, geometry, high school arithmetic, trigonometry, ^  
general mathematics; Social Science consisted of world 
history, ancient history, medieval history, modern history, 
English history, American history, problems of democracy, 
citizenship, comrTunity civics, social civics, economics, 
sociology, vocational guidance, psychology, international 
relations, and political science; Science included ele- 
mofitary science, physical geography, physiology, botany.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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20Olo^, chesnistry, biology, physics, geolo^* l̂ odern 
Langage «ras smde up of Zîorse, French, Spanish, Geiri&n, 
and Groeki Coamîercial subjects consisted of: commercial
arithmetic, business arltÎTsietlo, eocaiterclal geography, 
penmanship and spelling, lïookkeeplng, typewriting, stenog­
raphy, commercial law, salesmanship, business £rit;;lish, 
junior business training, and shorthand. Industrial Arts 
was made up of- woodworking, iron-work, mechanical draw­
ing, drawing and designing, printing, and auto mechanics^ 
ITusic was made up of choms, orchestra, band, music ap­
preciation, theory, harmony, history of muslo, and glee 
club. Physical education included physical education for 
boys and girls, track, basketball and football. Latin is 
alone In -one group. Home economics Included cooking; and 
sewing; and Agriculture was made up of Smith-Hugiiea work, 
and farm shop*
-Ihe programs of 1,900 high school teachers, teaching 
in £43 different hi^h schools, were used as a basis for se­
curing the information desired* berth Dakota high schools 
ai*o divided into two main groups. Classified and Consolidat­
ed schools. Lach of these classes Is divided into first, 
second, and third class schools. All forth Central high 
scliools were Included in the first class classified group* 
The data were collected under four main headings: 
first class classified, second class classified, third 
class classified, and all consolidated schools in the last
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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group* The definitions of these clssses of schools as 
listed below have been taken from the “Administrative 
Kanual for Sorth Dakota Schools,** published the
Department of Public Instruction in 1028*
First Class Elrh Schools 
A* ihere shall be not less than four grade rooms, 
an office for the superintendent, a library, and a suf­
ficient mmiber of other rooms for study, class work, lab­
oratories, and shops#
B* Laboratory facilities sïmll be provided for four 
sciences*
C* There shall be at least nine fully qualified 
teachers employed, including the superintendent• Schools 
that have had continuous accrediting previously rased have 
only eight teachers* Tn& sujterintendent must have had at 
least two years of successful administrative experience In 
& scîîool system employing at least five teachers, and six­
te eu senoster hours of graduate work; twelve of these hours 
shall be in tîie general field of education and four semes­
ter hours shall be in the elementary field# In addition 
to the superintendent tîîer© must be at least four full­
time high school teachers who must he college graduates 
with at least sixteen semester hours In education which 
must include six semester hours in methods and practice 
teaching* Schools that have had continuous accrediting
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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previously need have only three full-time hl̂ ,h school 
teachers aside frcra the superintendent»
D» There shall he an average dally attendance of
not less than sixty well prepared high school pupils.
£• Lahoratory courses sMll be offered In at least 
three sciences» A ihll four-year course of at least six­
teen units must he given each year»
F» Accrediting and rating as a first class high 
school simll not he given to any school in a district hav­
ing en assessed valuation and & mill rate whlc^ will not 
assure them maintenance of such a school»
G» Ho school will be accredited in tlds class unless
tW offerings are sufficiently extensive to care for the 
individual needs.
H* Hot £501*© than one high school teacher in any high 
school of the first class shall teach in az^ field or 
fields in whidi he has not had the equivalent of a minor 
in college preparation» Fifteen semester hours or the 
number of credits required by the Korth Central Associa­
tion for determining a minor in each field shall govern 
here.
Second via sa TAfih Schools 
A* There shall be at least four grade rooms, an of­
fice, a library, and at least throe additional rooms for 
study, laboratory, and class purposes»
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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B. Laboratory facllîtîea shall be provided for 
three soiences*,.
G* There shall be at least eight fully qualified 
teachers employed. Including t?^ euperinterment* Schools 
that have had continuous accrediting previously need have 
only seven teachers.
JD# There shall be an average dally attendance of not 
less timn forty well prepared high school ptapils*
E# Laboratory courses In at least two sciences shall 
be offered*
F* Three-fourths of the subjects listed as constants 
for schools shall be taught yearly If students are avail­
able*
C* Not more than one high school teacher In any high 
school of the second class shall teach In any field or 
fields in which he has not had the equivalent of & minor 
in college preparation* fifteen semester hours or the 
nurhcr of credits reqpaired by the Kcrth Central Association 
for determining a minor in each field s?mll govern here*
Third. Class High Schools
A* There shall be not less than three grade rooms, 
study room, an office, a library, and at least one labora­
tory, and one class room*
5* There shall be not less than six teachers employed 
including the principal* Schools tîx&t have been ocntlm%us3y
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Accredited previously need have only flvo teachers* The 
principal must have had two years of successful teaching 
experience In a standardised school, or ho imist have bad 
one year of successful experience as a principal In at 
least a throe-teacher school* In addition to the princi­
pal, there mist he two full-time high school teachers* 
Schools that have had ccntlmous accrediting need have 
only one full-time school teacher aside from the
euperint ©rident#
C* Tiiore mist be an average dally attendance of not 
less tlmn twenty-five well pî epared hl^ school pupils*
D* At least one unit of laboratory science shall be 
offered each year*
B# One-half of the constants required of schools 
shall be taught each year* Klnlmum— ten units yearly*
Conaolidated Schools 
A* There shall be not less than two grade rooms, a 
study room, an office, a library end on© class room*
B* There shall be at least one full-time teacher#
C* All students shall be required to pass state 
examinations In every subject taken in school*
Til© following Is a list showing the nudber of schoole 
and the number of teachers Included In each class;
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Classliled-ulaiss I— *-«*114 schoole— -064 teachers 
Clft8sirXed**Clasa II— *— *43 ©ehools— 173 teacher» 
Cl&sairied-Glaas III— *64 schools*— 165 tsaotïers 
Consolidated— *— ***—--*330 schools— -652 teaoîiers 
Totals-"#— — '— ^— 643 schools*— 1960 teachers
Previous frtudleg of Subject Conblmtlong 
Beaver*s^' study Involved the teaching progrwis of 
363 school teachers of South Dakota for the year 
1926-1926* Ills results revealed tlmt only five of the 
superintendents who taught had one additional duty# 
Slxty-one had two or more additional duties. Superin­
tendent »* duties were most often ccesDlnod with the te&c3S>* 
Ing of science,, ssathtî aatlcs or social science# Princi­
pals most often taught combinations of Bn£Îleh, science, 
mathematics, and social studies# Definite subject com— 
blaetlons were more often found among temcliers In. large 
hl£^ schsols tîian among teachers In small high schools# 
Sona teachers in t!ic small high schools taught as many as 
six different fields# Taking teadicrs as a whole, the 
most frequent combination with Digllsh was social science* 
hathesmtlcs teachers often taught social studies* Science
Chester A# Beaver, "Subject Combinations in hlip 
school teacher*» programs in South Dakota*" blaster's 
thesis, State University of loua, Iowa City, Iowa# 1930
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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«as BH3st frequontly taught with smthezKatlos# Languagea
were frequently combined with English, social science or
ma them at les#
2Briggs studied the subject combinations of 1014 
Iowa hlgli school teachers ihose pupils took part in tlie 
Iowa Every Pupil Program of 1950# Els survey of 522 towns 
sîîowed that a majority of t W  high school teachers tau^t 
in more than one field end a few taught In as many as six 
different fields* Slightly over 09^ of ell teachers 
tau£^t In one, two, or three fields#
Briar’s^ study aimed at tl® following thingss sub­
ject combinations of teachers as to the first tliras fields, 
and the teaching load of teachers# Of the schools Includ­
ed in this study, 47#5^ of the teacîisr» taught In one 
field, 41#9fo taught In two fields# This Indicates that 
prospective te&cliers should prepare to teach at least two 
fields*
Griffith^ made a study of teaching combination# In
^ Charles W* Briggs, “Subject CcxKblnations in high 
school teacher's prograĉ a»" Easter's thesis. State Uni­
versity of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa# 19S1
^ A* R# Briar, “Subject Combinations In high school 
teacher*# programs#** Master*# thesis. University of 
Iowa, Ic«?a City, Iowa* 1930#
^ Earold G# Griffith, “Teachera-aubject Ca?iblaatlons 
of high school teachers in 449 Independent school districts 
of Iowa, for 1934-1935# Easter's thesia, Xîniversity of 
Iowa, Icasa City, Iowa. 1936.
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the state of Iowa la the year 192.4-13̂ 6• Ee found that 
the per cent of teacher® %ho teach in one suhject-field 
increases with the size of the school syste».#
The per cent of teachers with two suhject-flelda 
increased In tij© smaller school systems hecauae fewer 
teachers inust necessarily be employed. Teacher training 
schools would find the training of teachers much simpler 
if subject combinations could be soK%wlmt standardised* 
Inrmn^ made a study of the graduates of tl» Liberal 
Arts course at the State University of Iowa during the 
five-year period from 1921-1025* He revealed that only 
about thirty per cent of the teachers were sufficiently 
prepared to teach the subject they were teaching because 
of the nuEâ)©r of fields they were asked to teach* During 
the first year of teaching the most frequent number of 
different field® taught was throe* More than a third of 
the teachers taught four or more subjects*
Eozer studied the high school teaching programs of 
OklohCCTa toacîiers to determine the subjects taught in the 
wïîite accredited public schools of the state# the influence
^ James E* Inman# "The training of Iowa hi^ school 
teacher® in relation to the subjects they teach*" Master*® 
t}]®®!®# University of Iowa# Iowa City# Iowa* 19^#
^ C* L* Keser# "Subject Combinations In high school 
teacher’s programs in Oklahoma." Master’s thesis. Uni­
versity of Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa* 1927*
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of tlic size of tbo eoiiool on the subject combinations 
cad tlie particular combinations found In th© 
scliools studied* It was discovered that B5^ of the 
superintendents taught some subjects* Teachers In the 
smallest Mgh schools taught the greatest number of 
classes* Mathematics was frequently taught In combina­
tion with the administrative duties of superintendents* 
Principals tau^it English most often with social science 
second* Ccssiserclal teachers tended to teach In their own 
field* About 70^ of the manual arts teachers also taught 
in their own field* Slatty-eight per cent of the music
teachers taught nothing but music*
7hlrby*a studies involved 1,470 high school teachers 
In the state of Iowa* Els object was to reveal facta 
about combinations which could be used In the educational 
guidance of college people Intending to teach In the high 
schools of Iowa. He made a careful study of ISO superin­
tendents who tau£^t In addition to their regular duties* 
Of these, 54 tau#it only one class and 26 tau^t two 
classes* They taught chiefly In tho field of science end 
mathematics. TJic fields of mathematics and science were 
Jiandled by principals, but they did not teach coaching or
T* J* Elrby, ®fubj©ct combinations In hl£^ school 
teacher’s programs*" lister’s thesis, Hnivorslty of Iowa, 
Iowa City, Iowa. 1925*
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physical «duoatlon very often* English teaohera ten^t 
almost ©voiy S’otoject offered In high school*
Woo(^ showed the nimher of euhjects and the different 
combinations of snhjects taught by teachers In t W  liorth 
central high schools of Michigan* E© also revealed the 
Influence of the alee of the school on the number and com­
binations taught and the Influence of the «eœher of years 
of teaching In tîj© present position on the nm#er and 
combinations of subjects taught# Over nine-tenths of tkm 
teachers studied were teaching but <ai© or two fields* 
Special teachers usually . taught In their on© field
of work* Teachers In the larger systems and with muc3i 
esperlenee taught fewer subjects than did the teachers 
holding positions fca? the first time*
^ Clifford %oo(% ''Eumber and Combinations of subjects 
taught.in the 1924-1^20 school year in the North Central 
high sdiools of Michigan#** Educational Administration and 
uporvislcn# XII November 1926*̂
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Claaalfied Class 1 
Table I-a shows the ccsssbinatlons of sub Joe t which 
make up the progrsstta of teachers In the first class classi­
fied schools of Korth Dakota# Tîio progrcms of 964 teachers 
In 114 first class schools were used for this table# Tlw 
table shows the per cent of teacWrs Included In the dif­
ferent cojisbinatlons of subjects#
The first CO 1mm. is a list of the twelve noat common 
fields of teaching In Horth Dakota# Column **A” sliows the 
per cent of teacliers teaching nothing but that field# For 
example ̂ of all English teachers tmx^t nothing but 
English, 23^ of all mathematics teachers taught nothing 
but mthomatics; and 36^ of all social science teachers 
taught nothing but social science#
The columns headed ”1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6# 7, etc#" show 
the per cent of teachers who teach the various fields of 
subject matter in combination with the original twelve 
major fields. In column *1," 14j! of all English teachers 
taught a combination of English and Social Science; in 
column "2,* of all the English teachers tau0it a com- 
blnation of English and Latin* In column "1," the second 
row, 51^ of all mathematics teachers taught a combination
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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of mfttheisatlca and sclenco| in oolumn *2,* the second row, 
15^ of all Riatheaaticg teachers taugjit a combination of 
umthoiaat Î C 3  and ocmmerce* All other subjects a z e  read in 
a similar manner*
A study of this table indicates that 57^ of all agpc*i- 
culture teachers taugljfc nothing but â rriculture* This was 
followed by Industrial arts with 45̂ ', English with 44^, 
and cceniTKjroe and home economics with 42>t each* This re­
veals that teachers of practical subjects are usually 
teaching in a single field# Since they are trained in 
this line of work, the quality of their teaching should be 
njuite superior*
It is very evident that as a rule teachers in Class I 
scliools teach in only one field# If they were asked to 
teach a ccsabiration of subjects, the number of fields In 
which they were asked to teach was not as great as In the 
œr.allcr schools* This indicates that the selectiaa of 
minors for teachers in small scliools is more difficult 
than for teachers in large systems*
Soma subjects never occurred in ccsnblnations with 
other subjects such asi English with industrial arts or 
agriculture, mathematics with home economics, social science 
with agriculture, or music with h<%oe economics*
Definite subject combinations were more often found 
fciiong teachers in large schools than among teachers of
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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email high schools* In some of the eœ&ll schools, there 
wore few definite eombirsations present* Some teadiers 
in as miny as six different fields*
Table I-a chows that Latin Is least freqimntly 
tancht alone, followed by modern language, mathematics, 
micic and scimoe*
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Classified.Clasa II 
Table I-b «howe the coEbinatlcsoa o f subjects wbich 
Diake up the program a of teaclmra lu the aecorad class 
classified scliools. The programs of 179 teachers In 43 
second class schools were used for this table. The per 
cert of teachers teaching the various combinations Is 
shjovn by t W  table.
The first column Is a list of the twelve most comrton 
fields of teaching In Korth Dakota, Column shows the 
per cent of teachers teaching nothing tut that field. For 
exmrple* 22^ of all English te&cbsro taught nothing but 
English, 12% of all matheniatlea teachers taught nothing 
but smtheumtlcs, and 17% of all social science teachers 
taught nothing but social science.
The niajbered columns show the per cent of teachers 
who teach the various fields of subject matter in conblna- 
tlda with the original twelve major fields. In colum "1,* 
ISfo of all the Snglieb teachers taught a combination of 
English and social science; in column *2,* 15% of all the 
English teachers taught a comblnjatlon of English and com­
merce* In column *1," the second row, 37% of all tlia math­
ematics tcachera taught & combination of mathematlca and 
science» , All other subjects are read in a similar manner. 
The table indicates that Industrial arts and agri­
culture are lœver taught alone. The per cent of teachers
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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teach in one field alone in Class II schools is smch 
less than teachers in Class I schools# Forty-four per 
cent of the English teachers in Class I schools tauĝ it 
l^glish alone as ooaspared with 22;̂  of tiwsi English teach­
ers in Class II schools* Twenty-tiares per cent of the 
mtbcnaatics teachers in Class I schools taught mathemat­
ics alone as coripared with 12;̂  in Class II schools#
SoMe suhjocts never occurred In combination with 
other subjects such as: English with agriculture or in­
dustrial arts, social science with agriculture, science 
with latin, or social science with agriculture#
It is evident that as t W  schools become smaller 
the definite teaohi%% cofitblnations are not as obvious, 
and the number of fields in which teaChers teach becomes 
larger#
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Classified Class III 
Table I-c sIjows the eoîîbinatims of subjects which 
rmke up t W  programs of teachers in the tMrd class 
classified scliools* Tlie programs of 165 teachers in 54 
scliools were used for this table. The table (Aiows the 
per cent of teachers included in the different cordina­
tions of subjects*
The table la road and Interpreted in the same man­
ner as table I-a*
The per cent of teachers teaching In one field Is 
reduced greatlj* Latin, modem language, industrial 
arts, home economics, agricultvu’e, music, and physical 
education are never taught alone in tîiiré class schools* 
This indicates that the variety of subjects offered to 
students in third class schools is small compared to the 
curriculum found in large soiiools. The œimll number of 
teachers found in third class schools makes a large 
variety of subjects almost impossible*
Teachasrs are ro<|Alre<i to teach a much wider variety 
of ccombinations, some of whlcSi are not in the fields of 
their training* This will be shown in later tables*
Kany subjects, such as Latin, modern language, in­
dustrial art®, bom© economics, and ag;E*lculture are seldom 
t&u^it in these ssiallcr school®* TJie state requires a 
certain number of subjects for graduation, making it
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Iripoasible for a small £roup of teachers to offer these 
electives*
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All Claaslfled and all CongoXtc'!ated Schools 
Table I-d «ho^a t1:%e coEbinatlona of sxibjects %hlcb 
make up the programs of teachers In the consolidated 
schoola of Kcrth Dakota* The programs of 652 teachers 
ia 553 consolidated schools were used for this table#
Table I-e shdows tîse cos«binatlons of subjects which 
make up the programs of all teachers In the classified 
schools of Korth Dakota as shown In tables I-a, X-b, and 
I-c* The programs of 1,533 te&cii©rs In 211 classified 
schools were used*
Tables I-d and I-e show the per cent of teachers in­
cluded in the different oamblnatlma of subjects# The 
tables are read in the same manner as table I-a*
Table I-d shows that very few teachers In consoli­
dated scihools tau^it In one field alone* English, social 
science, commerce, mislc, and physical education were 
taught alone, but in very small per cents* This shows that 
teachers in consolidated schools are required to teach in 
several fields* The programs of a few teacbsrs revealed 
that they were teaching in six different fields*
hany subjects, such as Latin, modem language, in­
dustrial arts, ïiœae econmlcs, and agriculture are very 
seldom taught because of the large number of subjects 
which are required to be taught by the few teachers la 
each scüïool#
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A corŝ arlson of tables I-43 and I-e shows that there 
is a imch grocter per cent of teachers teaching m e  field 
alone in the classified schools than tn the consolidated 
schools. Ihlrty-two per cent of the English teachers In 
table I--e t&u^t nothing but English while only 1% of the 
English teachers In tablo I-d tenait English alone * Twenty- 
four per cent of the social science teachers In table I-e 
taught nothing but social science while only one-half per 
cent taught social science alone In table I-d*
The nuj^er of subjects which are seldom cr never 
taugld: In carhln&tion with other subjects la much greater 
in the consolidated schools than the classified schools*
Per exaxüplet Induatrlal arts and hesae economics are never 
taught in combination witb English in consolidated schools* 
la tîiô classified schoolindustrial arts la never taught 
with English*
Because of tho small number of teachers in most of the 
consolidated schools, teachers were required to teach a 
much wider variety of subjects than in the classified 
schools*
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All Korth Dakota Hljrh School Teachers 
Table I-D shows the combinations of subjects which 
siako up the programs of teachers In all Korth Dakota high 
schools* The programs of 1*960 teachers in £49 high 
schools were used for this table*
The first column la a list of the twelve most common 
fields of teaching In Korth Eokota* Column shows the 
per cent of teadiera teaching nothing but that field* For 
examples 10*5J* of all English teachers taught nothing but
Ihgllsh; of a n  mthematics teachers tmight nothing but
mathczmtlca end *t% of all social science teachers tau^t no­
thing but social soieme*
The nurbered columns show the per cent of teachers who 
teach tîîe various fields of subject matter In combination
with the original twelve major fields* In, ooltasn "1,* 26^
of all the English teachers tsu^it a combination of English 
and social science; of all the English teachers taught 
a combination of English and ocmmïrce* All other subjects 
are read In a similar manner#
Seme subjects never occurred In combination with other 
subjects audi as: English with Industrial arts, mathemat­
ics with home economics, modern language with Industrial 
arts, and pliysical education with Latin*
The table indicates that hem® economics la most fre­
quently taught alone followed by industrial arts, English,
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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and agriculture#
Definite subject coœblnatlons are more often found 
among teachere In large schools than among teachers in the 
smaller third class schools and consolidated schools# The 
per cent of teachers who teach In m e  suhject-fleld increas­
es with the size of tbs school systmi# Tiiia is probably 
due to the fact that the larger sdhools are able to employ 
more teachers and assign them In one field only#
As the schools become smaller the number of subjects 
offered in the progrœn» of tlmse «mools declines in num­
ber# This is due to the fact that the smaller schools are 
unable to ea^loy a large nurl>er of teachers in their systems 
as compared with the larger schools#
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of Combination
Tables îl-a. throng Xî-f show tÏJô freqiaoncy with 
vMob subject-flelds are combined with the twelve major 
fields selected for this study* Tables îï-g and IX-h 
show the frequency of certain combinations In the states 
of Kansas mid Missouri respectively# The latter t%o will 
be used for comparison purposes*
The first coluim In Table II*e. lists the major sub-* 
ject-flelda with which other fields are tau^t In combin­
ation# The second, third, and fcmrth coluams list the 
fiubject-flelde with which the major subjects are taught 
most frequently# Serial science Is most freqtiently taught 
with Dsgllsh. Latin Is second in frequency, with music 
third. Tills means that #ien Dcglish is taught in combina­
tion with some other subject. It occurs moat frequently 
with social science; Latin is second in frequency, and 
music third# In the same table, science, oomERcrce, and 
social science are the three most fre<^ent combinations 
with mthenatlca. All otWr subjects are read in a simi­
lar manner#
PlTfit-frequencj combinations with Engllsîi and science 
occur more often than any other subjects# They are fol­
lowed by social science and mathematics# Social science 
is the most often used second-frequency combination#
The first column in table Il-b shows the major subject
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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with which other suhjects &re taught In owiblnatlom# Col- 
mma two# three# and four show the frequency of these 
cocnblnations as they occur In the programs of teachers ia 
seccnd class classified schools of Horth Dakota. Social 
science is most frequently taught with English; followed 
by commerce# second in frequency; end music# third in fre­
quency. Science is most frequently taugiit with mtheiaat- 
icaj with social science# second la frequency; and consrcrce# 
thdrd* Table II-o represents the frequency of combinations 
of subjects in the third class classified schools of North 
Dakota* The table is read the same as table Il-a.
A nw&>er of similar combinations are present In all 
three classes of classified schools* First-frequency ccm- 
binationa present are the following: Bngllsl'i and social
science# mathematics and science# Latin end English# modem 
language and English# industrial arts and science# agricul­
ture and science# music and ikigllsh. Of the twelve pos­
sible first-frei^ency combinations found in the classified 
sdiools of North Dakota, seven of them are common to a 
majority of schools. This indicates quite a definite 
standardisation of teaching combinations,
Socond-fre#ency combinations oorsjoa to iE»at classi­
fied schools are the following: science and social science#
and music and social science. Few aeoond-frequency combin­
ations are present in the classified schools* English and
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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E3USÎC Is the only third-frequency corhlnation common to 
all classified schools*
Table I I-d sîiowa tho most frequently occuzring com­
binat ions as taught by teachers la consolidated schools 
of iîorth Dakota. Because of the limited number of teach­
ers found in most of these schools, definite teaching 
combinations were not as common as in classified schools.
Table Il-d reveals that social science is the most 
common first-frequency teaching oosmblnation with English. 
Cceaserc© is second In frequency, with science third.
Social science, English, and cocimerce are the common 
teaching ooEbinatlons with mathematics* Other subjects 
may be read in a similar maimer*
Table Il-e shows the most frequent combinations in 
all classified schools of North Dakota. This is a summary 
of tables Il-a, Il-b, end II-o baaed upon the per cent of 
teachers teaching t W  various combinationa of subjects.
A comparison of tables Il-d and Il-e shows the teach­
ing combinat ions which are common to teachers In classi­
fied schools and consolidated schools. Common first- 
frequency cojibinations are the following: English and
social science, Latin and English, modem language and 
English, commerce and social soience, amusic and English, 
physical education and social science. Six of tho twelve 
possible coCTion combinations are found In most of the
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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consolidât:©d end classified schools of îîorth Dakota*
Corwoa seoond-fr®<îüLaicy comblnaticns ares Kngllsh and 
c<BS3t£'rce, social science and coœanercê  Latin and e<%lal 
science* modem language and social science* male and 
social science* CcmasBon third-frequency ccaabinatlons ares 
mathematics and cocsierce* agriculture and emtiieisatics* 
music and ccmisorce*
The study shews th&t second end third-frequency com­
binations are not as coerRon as first-frequency combina­
tions # Teachers in the a smile r schools are teaching a 
wider variety of combinations* making it difficult to de- 
tamino siiailar combinations*
Table Il-f shows the frequency of combinations present 
in the programs of all teachers in tho state of ïîcæth 
Dakota* The table ia read the same as table ïî-c* tlie 
major subject-fleld being found ia the first column and 
the first* second, and third frequency DCff±»imtiona of 
subjects in succeeding eolussas*
Social science is most frequently taught with English* 
followed by comnerce and science* Science is moot comon- 
ly taught with mathematics with social science second in 
frequency and commerce third. All other subjects are read 
in a similar manner*
Social scfence is tau^t more often than any other sub­
ject in comldnatlon with the twelve majw fields. It
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occurs five times as part of a first frequency coK:blna,tlon 
ar*d five tlnies as part of a seomd frequency combination# 
Science and lin̂ llsh are also quite coissaonly ccxQbined wltli 
tie twelve major fields*
gTable 11»^ shows the teaching combinations in the
1state of Kansas and table II«h the teaclxlng combinations 
in tho state of ills sour! « These tables read the same as 
teaching combination tables in Horth Dakota#
A comp&riBcsj of tables ïl-f, Il-g# and îl-h chow tWt 
the teaching combinations of tho throe states ore very sim­
ilar* Similar first frequency combinations in the three 
states are % English and social studies, mathemetlcs and 
science, Latin and English, music and English, and modem 
language and l>igllsh* Oimllar second frequency combina­
tions are; mathematics and social science, and srusic and 
social science. Thes'e are no third frequency ccsnbinationa 
comiRcm to all three states#
College.advisers should be botter qualified to aid 
students in selecting proper minors to go with their major 
subjects, using this Information as a basis* It should
® C# %. Ridgw&y, "A Comparative Study of the Train­
ing and Teaching Combinations of Kansas High School Teach­
ers. Master's thesis, Kansas State Teachers College of 
Emporia, l^porla, Kansas* ICSC*
Carpenter and Jolin Rufl, "The Teacher and the 
Scîiool.** A Syllabus for a Course in High School Ada inis- 
tif&tion, University of Missouri. 1329#
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inaîce it possible for stuüorÆs to prepare thcrasclves In the 
subjects they ®.ro most likely to be called upon to teach. 
Often tlms a teachers îxav© found tlîesiselves unprepared to 
teach tlj© subjects they ere asked to handle In our high 
schools die to lack of preparation in that field* I’uch 
of this could be eliminated by making proper combinations 
Yihen preparing to teach. Inforœatîon In tho next few 
pages will indicate that teacWrs are now teaching sub­
jects In which they have not had proper training. Infor- 
matlwa of the type found In this study should bring about 
better preparation for teadalng asiong our Mgh school 
teachei’8* Boards of education end superintendents can 
Increase the efficiency of the work of teacT^rs by employ­
ing; teachers and assigning teaching duties in tercia of the 
most ocœson subject combinations# Tho assigning of teach­
ers should bo In not store than two fields. It bas been 
very evident tliat little time was given to the assigning 
of teacher programs In many of tho IWrth Dakota scliools* 
Teacher loads were very unevenly distributed among teach­
ers of a single system.
Dxtra-cfurrlcular activities in the small schools are
largely taken care of by teachers who do teaching duty*
It would seem that teacher training instituticsis should
encourage teachers to prepare themselves for some activity
along this line# Fost co?si»oa activities of this type are 
muslo, physical education, coaching and dram-atlca*
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ClIAPTEa III 
SmjZCT C0ISIÎÎATICÎÎ3 AÎID TRAIKISG
Tables III through VIII deal with subject combina- 
tiona taught by teachers In Korth Dakota and the per 
cent of the teacWrs isho hev© training in these subjects. 
The tables show tîîs number of teachers teaching each sub­
ject, the per cent that nmibor Is of the total number of 
teachei'B In that-field, and the per cent of these teach­
ers who have training In the field* "Training in English," 
as used In the following tables. Indicates a college mjor 
or minor in Dngli sh.
Tables Ill-a though IÏI-1 show the subject combin­
ations and training in first class classified schools* 
Reading table III-&, it la Evident that 103 Lnglish teach­
ers, or 44^ of all the English teachers in first class 
classified schools taught nothing but English; 93;̂  of 
this 44% had training in English* Ten teadiers or 4% of 
all the English teachers taught « combination, of English 
and rmthenatlog; 90% of tîiis 4% had training in English 
and 70% had training in raathemtlcs. All other combina­
tions are read in the same way*
Table Zll-b shows the mathmmtlc teachers* combina- 
tions and training In the first class classified schools 
of Korth Dakota. Forty teacJicra, or 25% of all the
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«latîieisfttlos teachers taii^t ïiotMiîg but mathematics^ 05'̂  
of this 2Z^ had training In imthematics* Ten teachers,
OP &% of all the mathmaatlcs teachers, taught a combina­
tion of matliematics and English; 70% of t^is M d  train­
ing In mathematics and S<^ had training in English# All 
other tables In this group may be read in a similar man­
ner#
Ehglish teachers were usually the best qualified to 
teach their subject from the standpoint of training in 
college# .They were followed by social science teachers, 
science teachers, and Latin teachers#
Tables IV-a through IV-1 show the combinations and 
training of teachers in the second class classified schools 
of Berth Dakota. The tables are read like table Ill-a# 
There are fewer teacWrs in the second class group teach­
ing the various combinations# The per cent who hsve train- 
Ing in the fields which they teach has decreased compared 
with the pop cent #10 had training In the first class 
schools#
Tables V through VIII reveal the same type of Infor­
mation for teachers of third class classified schools, 
consolidated scdiools, all classified schools taken togeth­
er, and all schools in the state of Uorth Dakota, These 
tables are all read In the same manner as table Ill-a# 
Forty-six per cent of the teachers la the state of
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Korth havo & major or minor in the field lâiich
they are teaching.
The per cent of teachers who teacUi in one eiibject- 
field increases with the sise of the school system. This 
la p rob ably due to the fact that the larger schools are 
able to «ïsploy more teachers and assign thorn in one field 
only. The fields that are taught singly most frequently 
are* hem» economics, industrial arts. English, and music. 
Teachela teaching in several subject-fields are found 
most frequently In the smaller schools*
It Is apparent from this study that since such a 
largo variety of subject cmbinatlons are tauglit, espec­
ially in the smaller schools, it la almost Impossible to 
find teachers who are qualified to fill these positions. 
The teacher training Institutions oaiciot train students 
thoroughly in so many different aubjost-fieldo and it is 
therefore most difficult to raise teacher standards xtitn 
teachers are allowed to teach subjects whether they have 
the proper training or not. It is evident that many of 
tiiese unusual combinations have to be filled with unquali­
fied tea<^er3. Steps sliouli be taken to standardize and 
simplify the combinations of subjects tau^it In the high 
schools of Earth Dakota. Teachers, in the future, should 
be «aploycd to teach in their major or minor fields In 
order to obtain the greatest possible efficiency from
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their »ork« Their majws and minora would be selected 
from Gtand&rdlzed combinations as already found in the 
state of North Dakota*
Tlie per cent of toachors wïio are prepared to teach 
in various fields changes greatly as we view the various 
classes of schools. Teachers in first class schools are 
mch better trained than tlxjs© in the lower classes of 
classified schools. Teachers in the consolidated 
schools often had no training in the mibjects they were 
teaching.
One possible way of preparing teachers to teach 
Bore subjects mid m larger number of ccKab!nations of sub­
jects might be to train them in broad fields of subject 
Bi&tter, rather than in Individual subjects#
Comparing table Vl-a, which represents the combina­
tions and training of English teachers in all consolidat­
ed schools* with table Vll-a, which represents the com­
binations and training of &iglish teachers in all classi­
fied schools* it is noticeable that teachers In the 
classified schools are zrsach better trained to teach their 
subject combinations than are teachers in consolidated 
schools# AS an exampleî only 60^ of the English teach­
ers* «ho taught English alono in consolidated schools, 
had training in English, while 100^ of the English 
teachers, teaching English alone In classified schools.
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ha- training In lingllsh.* Tiiirteen per cent of all Eng­
lish teacher» In consolidated schools taught a corblna- 
tion of English and %atheaiatie»̂  29% of these teachers 
had training in Engli^ and 12% bad training in smthe— 
matlcs; as ooïspared-with the sscne combinations in the
I
classified s(Stools where $9% of the teachers imd training 
in English and 55% of the teachers had training in inathe­
matic»# This is a conclusion which can be dra%n in a 
majority of the oases when comparing the training of 
teachers in consolidated and classified schools*
In a large majority of the cases a larger per cent 
of the teachers had more training in the field which was 
considered to be their tmin teaching field than they had 
in the subjects which were cosiblned with their major field. 
Table VÎÎ-& will servo to illustrate this point? twenty- 
three teachers or 5.5% of all the English toacbore In t W  
classified schools taught a combination of Ehglisl'i and 
matheaaatlcSy 69% of these teachers had training in Eng- 
lish» which is their major teaching field, while only 55% 
of the teachers bad training in mthematics, «hlch is the 
subject taught In cor.blimtian with inglich in this cnee*
It is very evident tlmt there are more comblnaticns 
of subjects taught with each of the major fields, in the 
classified schools than there ©r© in the ccnsolidated 
schools* Table VI-a shows that there are ten combinations
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of English fo\ind in th.® consolidated schools while table 
Vïî-a reveals eleven cccbiaafclone of Znglieh in classi­
fied schools* Table Vl-b shows nine ooîrsbînatlons of 
ïnathematlos in consolidated schools and, table Yll-b shows 
eleven eo;ubinationa of mathematics in tho classified 
schools» Triia studj of four tables indicates that vioro 
subjects are being taught in the classified schools than 
In consolidated schools.
Â larger per cent of high school teachers teaching 
English alcsie seem to h«tve more training than do teachers 
of any other subject when that subject is teu^t alone* 
Heading tables tbroui^ VIII-1, 67^ of the English
teachers^ teaching Sn̂ .llah. alone# had training in English, 
31> of the social scienco teachers, had training in social 
science, 75> of the pî^sical education teachers had train­
ing in physical education.
Co%:p&ring tables Ill-a, JLV-a, and V-a, it la notice­
able that about 75^ of all teachers teaching,% a corhinatlon 
of English and msic, in the three classes of classified 
schools# have training in both Englli^ and mislc*
Tablea III-Î, IV-1, and V-i, show the teaching com- 
blnatlcaas of coraatjrce teachers in all tïiree classes of 
classified schools» These tables ahow that In all except 
six cases of the possible thlrty-tlu*ee combinations of 
eccwerce teachers, a micb smaller per cent of the teachers
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haC training In ccmercô than in the subject» thej' were 
teaching In oaKblnatlon with coisBerco* Tills reveals that 
coEssorce teachers in classified schools are m t  as well 
prepared to teach commerce as they are to teacli soac of 
the other subjects in the curriculum* This condition la 
not true of any other subject taught In classified eohoc&a.
Tables ¥lIX-a through VII2-1 show the ccasbinetiona 
and training of teachers in all schools of the state*
They reveal tbs fact that there are eleven combination» 
of subjects being taught In each of the following amjor 
fields: social science, science, conmerce, and music*
Ten combinations are taught in each of the following* 
English, mathematics, modern language, and physical edu­
cation#
Again, checking tables Vlll-a through V1ÎÎ-1, it is 
shown tîmt 544 teachers taught a ccsmblnatlon of social 
science and English, the largest number of teachers teach­
ing any combination of subjects In all schools of l̂ orth 
Dakota. Tliree hundred six teacher» taught a combination 
of social science and commerce; 226 teachers taught a com­
bination of social science and science, and 244 teachers 
taught a combination of English and commerce* Social 
science eema to be taught more often in combination than 
any other subject.
There seems to be a tendency for a largo per cent of
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the English teacliers to ho trained In English If they 
are teaching It in coabinatios with other subjects. This 
fact la revealed by studying tables Vïïï»b throû ÿi Vîîï-1* 
At least 41Jè of the English teachers In these tables' have 
either a major or isinor In their field* Social science 
teachers did not soces to be as well trained when teaching 
their field in combination with other subjects*
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TJU3LI2 I
ESGLIŒ TEACHi^S* ComiiaTIORS Aim TRAIiaKQ
K®ad table thus: lOO tû&th&TB, or 4.4̂% of all lagllsh teachers
taught notbîiig but Eu^llsh* 9%i of the 44% had & college major 
or minor in English# 10 teacliers* or 4% of all English teachers 
taught ft coKibinatlon of English and mathematics# 90% of this 
4$» #10 tau£^t a combination of English and mathrniatlos had a 
college major or minor In English and 70% had a college major 
or minor in mathematics* "Training la English” etc# In the 
table below Indicates a college major or minor in that subject# 
All other tablas are read in a shollar manner*
109, or 44%, Taught Ehglish only— ‘—— S9^ had Training la Eng*
10, or 4%, Taught Eng* & hath*— had Training in Eng#
70;̂  had Training in Eath*
ZS, or 14;̂ , Taught Eng* à Soe* Sc*— 91^ Imd Training in Eng#
89^ had Training in Boo* Sc*
7, or Z%, Tau^it Eng* à Sol*— — Gd;v had Training in Eng*
86^ had Training in Sci*
25, or 9;̂ , Tau#it Eng* à Latin-— OS,"? had Training In Eng#
91^ had Training in Latin
14, or 6%, Taught Eng* & K* Lang*— CIQ* liad Training in Eng,
BG% had Training In Ü.Lang.
11, or 4%, Taught Eng* & Hrme Ec*-«^4^ had Training In Eng#
91^ had Training in Home Ec*
16, or 6>j, Taught Eng, à Com*— — G6> had Training in Eng*
4 0  bad Training in Ca.n*
21, or 8%, Taught Eng*. & l̂'Jusic— — Sl'y had Training In Eng*
71% Iwtd Training in Eusic
4, or 2%, Tawdit lanuc* à fh* Ed#— lOO;̂  bad Training In Eng*
iSOÿf Iifid «rralndLnc 3Lri ]Pli. JEki#
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TABLE XIX-̂5**̂"***̂— »— «— *— s s Ifl Gü^Cl&ss I 
IKJlSÏGZkZIjlTILCS !F%2AJCHE&S, (ZCÜKBlC&AITjLCWeS jUZI) ÏTaALljSlCIfG
Re&â table tbuat 40 teacbers, or tZ% ot ail matheBJ&tics teacb** 
ers tau|:ht nothing but mathoîsatics alone# 85^ of the 23^ had a 
college major or minor In matheimtloe# 10 teachers, or of 
all tho matliesiatics teacbera taught a oosiblnatlon of matîiemûfcîcs 
and English# 10% of this 6,€ Who taught a coablnation of mathe­
matics and English had a college major or minor in matliSmtloa 
and SO^ bad a college major or minor In English# ^Training in 
English" etc* In the table below indicates a college major or 
minor in that subject. All otWr tables are read In a similar 
manner#
40, or 2Z%, Taught Mathematics only-— bad Training in bath.
10, or Taught Rath# & Eng#— — —
90^
had
had
Training
Training
in
in
K&th.
Eng.
20, or w . Tau^t Math# & Soc# Sc,— 45)̂  80^
bad
bad
Training
Training
in
in
Math#
Soc.Sc.
54, or 31:̂ # Taught Math # & Sci*--- — 76:289;:
bad
had
Training
Training
in
in
Math*
Sci.
7, or 4^, Tau^t Math# & Latin-----71^86;Z
bad
bad
Training
Training
in
in
Math#
Latin.
or 2:̂ , Taught Eath# & M* Lang »— 67ĵ  
67:3:
bad
had
Training
Training
in
in
Math.
K#Lang#
2, or 1^, Taught Math# & Ind# A.— 50:̂  0^
bad
had
Training
Training
in
in
bath# 
Znd #A#
23, or 15^, Taught Math* & Goss»— — 65̂ « 
soÿ:
had
bad
Training
Training
in
in
Math.
Com#
1, or 1^, Taugjit Math# & Agri»— — «0%loo;̂
had
had
Training
Training
in
in
lath#
Agrl.
6# or Z%f Tau^t Math* & Kuslc— — — 67;̂  03:::
had
bad
Training
Training
in
in
Math#
Music
7# or 4:;, Taught L’ath* & Ph# Ed#— Go;: 0::
had
had
Training
Training
in
In
J!ath# 
rh# Ed,
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TABLE IH'*<î*-»wwww«w**<»w--ew-»'»--«-ww*-»«.cia.sslfl©d."‘Clâas I SOCIAL SCIEUCS TEACKEES, CCK3IKATIQB3 AZTD THAIHUG
Head taLlo tbuax 85 teaobera, or of all the Social Science 
toacfcera taught nothing but Social Science. of tîie 56^ had
a college major or minor In Social Science. £5 teachers, or 
15^ of all the Serial Science teacher# taught a combination of 
Sc»lei Science and English. 89^ of this 15^ w W  taught a ccsn- 
blnatlcm of Social Science and English had a college cmjor or 
minor In Social Science and Slji$ had a college major or minor in 
English. ^Training In Social Science* etc.. In the table below 
indicate# a college major or minor In that subject. All other 
tables are read in a similar manner*
"95̂  had Training in Soc.Sc* 
25, or 15^, Taught Sçc.Sc. & Eng.— -89^ had Training in Soc.Sc*
85, or 36̂ ,
3
20, or 8:c,
24, or
10, or
7, or 3/>,
3, or lÿ.
4, or 2a ,
22, or Sa ,
15, or Gÿ,
14, or Gg,
91/:' had Training in Eng,
"80̂  had Training in 2oc.Sc. 
45^ had Training in Hath*
-88]̂  had Training in Soc.Sc. 
71^ bad Training in Sci.
Training in Soc.Sc. 
7D^ had “Training in Latin
  Zffp Taught Soc.Sc# & H»Lang.*«*86,« had Training la Soc.Sc.
100^ had Training in F'-.î̂ ag.
  1^, Tau^t Soc.Sc. t Ind.A.-lOO/Ĵ  had Training in Soc.Sc.
67^ had Training in Ind.A.
had Training in Soc.Sc* 
1CX)0 bad Training in EomKc.
■~SC;Ï had Training in Soc.Sc. 
45^ liad Training in Cosk.
•100> had Training in Soc.Sc* 
80^ had Training in Irusic
-IGOĴ  hsLÛ Training in Soc.Sc. 
SSK had Training In Ph.Ed.
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0(1*03.8.63 X
SCI2SC2 TEAOnmiS, CCKDI^ATIOIIS Aim TRAIDI50
RewS. table thusj 65 teachers, or 20^ of all the Science teachers 
taught nothing but Science- 92^ of tho SS;S bad a college major 
or minor in Soierie©* 7 t encrier a or of all the Science teach­
ers taught & ccerblnatica of Science and English* 060 of this 50 
vbo taught & ccmîbîaation of Science and English had a college 
major or mfnor in. Science and 060 had a college mjor or minor in 
English* "Training' in English" in the table below indicates a 
college major or minor In that subject* All other tables are 
read in a similar manner*
65, or 200, Taught Science, only— — 020 had Training in Soi *
7, or 50# Taught Sol. & Eng*— — SG0 860
had
bad
Training
Training
in
in
Soi*
Eng*
54, or 230, Taught Sci* & Kath#— 890 760
had
bad
Training
Training
in
In
Eng#
Katb,
24, or 100, Taught Sci* 4s Soc.Sc*— 710 880
iiad
had
Training
Training
in
in
Sci. 
Soc.Sc*'
5, or 20, Taugjit Sol. & lat in— 800 000
bad
had
Training
Training
In
in
Soi.
Latin
S, or 10, Tau^it Sci. & %.lang*— 3000 670 badbad
Training
Training
in
in
Sol#
M.Lang.
0# or 40,Taught Sol* & Ind. A.— 780 530 hadhad TrainingTraining inin Sci.Ind.A*
25, or 100, Taught Sci* & Come Ee*— 870 9G0
had
had
Training
Training
in
in
Sot*
Eome Ec*
7, or 5>, Taught Set* & 1^81 c— —8S0 1000
had
bad
Training
Training
in
in
Sci.
ViiXBlC
8# or Taught Sci, & Ph. Ed.*———88/Ü380
bad
had
Training
Training
in
in
Sci.
Fh. Ed*
14, or 6f, Taught Set* ii Com ̂-MM#-M#*,780290
bad
had
Training
Training
in
in
Sci*
Com,
15, or 6$, Taught Sci * & Agri*— 760 660
had
had
Training
Training
in
in
Soi.
Agri.
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TABLE X
LATIN TILICÎIBHS, COirEÎIÎAn0ÎÎ3 AIID TEATLIM
Head table tbust 5 teacher a* or of all the Latin teacher» 
tauf^t nothing but Latin* 100^ of the 9̂  ̂ii&d a college major 
or minor In Latin* 23 teachers or 41^ of all the Latin teachdsra 
taught a combination of Latin and Lngliah. 91]̂  of this 41^ 
taught a combination of Latin and Brjglish had a college major 
or Mnor in Latin and 03;̂  had a college major or minor in Lnglleh* 
"Training in Engllsh" In the table below indicates a college major 
or minor in that subject* All other tables are read in tW same 
way*
6# or 9';̂* Taught Latin only— »•*—™100> had Training in Latin
23* or 41^* Taught Latin & 22ng*-«'— had Training in Latin
G3p, had Training in Lng*
7* or 12;** Taught Latin &; Math*—*«»•-.86;̂ had Training in Latin
71% had Training In Lath*
10* or 10^* Taught Latin & Soc*Sc*-*— 70^ had Training in Latin
lOO;® had Training in Soc*Sc*
6* or Tau#it Latin end Sci*— G0;« had Training in Latin
' had Training in Sci*
3* or Taught Latin & M# Lans*-100,€ had Training in Latin
100^ had Training in M*Lang*
2* or 4i%, Taught Latin & Com*«^— 100;̂  had Training in Latin
so;* had Training In Com*
1* or 2%, Taught Latin 6 iîusic-—--100;̂  had Training in Latin
100;» had Training in %WiQ
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TâBLS» I X I » » f saljrî.6â*»CXSi S3 X 
KCDEHÎÎ LABGTJAC2 TEACEETIS, COKSmîIÔES M D  TKAIHm
Eead table tbuej 5 te&olwra* or 12#5^ of fell the Koâem Lenguace 
toacbors taught nothing but Modem Lfoiguago* 60;̂  of the 12.5^ 
had a college ïnajor or minor in Modern language• 14 to&cbers or
55;* of all the Modem language teachers taught a combina tion of 
Modem language and English# 86,* of this 35^ viio taught a com* 
bins tion of Modem Language and Ekigliah had a college major or 
minor in Modem language and 100^ bad a college major or minor 
in English. "Training in Modem language" in the table below 
Indloatea a college %aJor or minor in that subject* All other 
tables are read in a similar manner*
5f or 12*5^, Tau^it M.Lang. only— 80^ had Training in M.Lang.
141 or 55^, Taught M* I^ng* & lag.— 86;* had Training in M.Lang.
100^ had Training in Ing*
5, OP 7mb^f Taught K* lang* h had Training in K.lang.
67^ bad Training in Hath*
7» or 17#5^f Taught M.lang#& 8oo# 8CfIfOjKb&d Training in M.Lang*
86jK had Training in Soc.Sc.
5* or 7*5^» Taught M*Lang*&Sol*— — 67^ had. Training in M.l4uig.
100^ had Training in Sci*
5, or 7.5>, Taught E.lang* & latln-lOC^ had Training In M.Lang.
lOD^had Training in Latin
■5, or 7.5^, Taught M.Laag* & Cessa..— 55^ had Training in M.lang*
Q% had Training in Com*
1, or 2.5^, Taught M.lang. & Music— had Training in M.Lang*
100}$ had Training in Music
1. or 2.5;̂ . Taught M.Lang. & Ph.BcUrlOCÇÎhad Training in M.Lang.
0;$ had Training in Ph.Ld.
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TABL2 I
IBDC3TRIAI, ARTS, COISÎIÎATÎOIÎS A3D T3AIBIUG
Read table tbusj 14 teachers or 45^ of all the Industrial Arts 
teachers taught nothing but Industrial Arts* 100;* of the 45^ 
had a college R:ajor or minor In Industrial Arts* 2 teachers, or 
of all the Industrial Arts teachers taugiit a coribination of 
Industrial Arts and Mathesmt les, 0% of tMs 7;* who taught a
combination of Industrial Arts and iJathenatlc# had a college 
major or minor In Industrial Arts and 5C^ had a college major 
or minor in ̂ athesmtlcs* “Training in Industrial Arts'* In the 
table below indicates a college major or minor In that subject* 
All other subjects are read la & similar manner*
K, or 45^, Taught Ind* Arts only*— *"1000 had Training in Ind.A*
2, or Taught Ind* A* & ÎCath**— «O'̂a hadhad
Training
l*r&lalng
In
in
Ind *A* 
Eath.
or lOj:, Taught Ind, A* & Soc*Sc***6*7̂
loo;:̂
had
had TrainingTraining
in
in
Ind.A. 
Soc•Sc *
or 20:;̂, Taught Ind*A# & S c i — 33^
70;:
hadhad TrainingTraining
in Ind.A* 
in Sci.
1* or Taught %nd#A* & Com "*0;:o;:
had
had
Training
Training
in
in
Ind.A*
Com*
li or Taught Ind « A • & Eus 1 c— ■— •0̂#loo;]:
had
had
Training
Training
In
in
Ind.A.
iîusîc
If or Taught IndeA. & Ph. Ed,-100^100,̂
hadhad
Training
Training
in Ind.A* 
in Fh* Ed.
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TABÎ*S X I X X &  s s If 1 e<i"»G la s s I 
nolîE ECGBOEICS TSACEZnS, CfôBïSi^ICSS ABD TRAINING
Read table thusi 50 to&chera* or 4%% of all ttie Home Economies 
teachers taught nothing but Hoese Eooncaalcs* 100>̂  of the 42^ 
bad a college major or minor In Hesse Economics* 11 teachers 
or lï)% of all the Hqro Economics teachers taugjit a combination 
of îlaiîO Economics and English* of this 15^ wîîo taught a
combination of Home Economics and English had a major or miner 
In ilORj© Economies and 64^ bad a college major or minor In Eng­
lish# "Training In Home Econcaaics" in the table below Indicates 
a college major or minor In that subject* All other subjects 
are read In a similar manner.
SO, or 42^, Taught Home Ec* only— — lOO;:! had Training in Hem© Ec#
11, or 15^, Taught Home He* & Eng*— 91/ had Training In Horae He#
' 64/ had T’ralning In Eng,
4,.or 5,5/,Taught Home Ec* & Soc,Sc*-100/had Training In Heme Sc*
SS> had Training in Soc.Sc*
22, or '22/, Tauggit Home Ho, & Sci*— 96/ had Tralnlr^ In Home 2c*
07/ had Training in Sci,
4, or 5*S/,Taught Hoes© He* & Com*—— iOĈ  had Training In Home Ec,26/ bad Training in Con,
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Tat)lG CI2.S3I f s8 I
GOm̂ ERCi: TEâCKSHS, COITÎBÎATÏOHS AïïD THAîSIIia
H®ad table th\iat 69 teachers, or 42^ of all the ccs^erce teach­
ers taught aothtng but CoMceroe. 89^ of the 42,̂  had a college 
amjor or minor In coemerce* 16 teachers or 10^ of all the com­
merce teachers taught a cfâüblnatlon of Coamcrce and English.
44̂  of this 10% who t&u^t a combination of Comerc© and l̂ igllsh 
had a college major or minor In comerce and BB% had a college 
major or minor in English* "Training In Commeroe" In the table 
below Indicates a college major or minor in that subject* All 
other subjects are read In a similar manner.
63, or 42,̂ , Taught Commerce only— — CD# had Training in Com.
16, or 10;̂, Taught Cora. & Eng.-— 44# had 80# had TrainingTraining inin Com#Eng,
21, or 14:1̂, Taught Com. & K&th.— -- 30# had69# had
Training
Training
in
in
Com.
Kath*
22, or 13#, Taught Cm. & Soo.Sc.— 45# had 95# had
Training
Training
in
in
0cm w
k/OO . .
14, or 8#, Taught Com. & Sol.— —— 29# had 79# had
Training
Training
In
in
Com.
Sol.
2, or 1#, Taught Com » & E&tin— 50% had 100# had
Training
Training
in
in
Cm.
Latin
5, or 2#, Taught Cm. & K. Lang.-— 0# had 33# had
Training
Training
in Coen. 
in h.Lang.
1, or 1#, Taught COG!* & I n d . A h a d  0# had
Training
Training
in
in
Com*
Ind.A.
4, or 2#, Taught Cos?. & HoEKo Ec«— 25# had 100# had
Training
Training
in
in
Com*
Ew:e Ec.
1, or 1#, Taught Com. & Agr 1 # — — G/b had 100# bad
Training
Training
in
in
Com.
Agri.
6, or 4#, Taught Com. & K’usic— — 50# had 67# had
Training
Training
in Cm. 
in I'uslc
or 2#, Taught Com. & Ph. Ed.— 100# had 67# had
Training
Training
in
in
Com.
Ph. Ed.
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TABI#S I I I . * » •»<"■*»-»—"~Classirîecî*»Cl&ss I 
AORICZLTCnS T&AOISRn» C0K3I5ATI03fG M D  TMIRI5G
Read table thus: 22 tcacshers, or 57;S' of all the Â prlcultvire
teacher» tou^t nothing but Agriculture* 21'̂  of the 57^ had a 
college major or minor In Agriculture* 1 teacher cr 2.5;̂  bf all 
the Agriculture teadiers taught a c(EGbination of Agriculture 
end Kathematic». 100j& of this 2*5^ who taught a combination of 
Agriculture and Kathematics had & college major or minor In 
Agriculture and 0^ had a college major. or minor in Scathenmtica. 
•Training in Agriculture** in the table below indicatea a colle 
major or minor in that subject. All other subjects are read in 
A similar manner*
22, or B7#, Taught Agriculture only— 21^ had Training in Agri.
1, or 2.6;^,?au^t Agrl* & i:aîh*— had Training in Agrl*
0% had Training in latii*
IS, or ZZ^, Taught Agri* & Sci*— — £5> had Training In Agrl.
77^ had Training Sci*
1, or 2*5^,Taught Agri* & Com*— IQO;̂  had Training in Agri*
0/» had Training in Com*
1, or 2*5?î,Ta\ight Agri. & %2u»lo*-— .100;Z had Training la Agri.
0^ had Training In Kusic
1, or 2*£;l,Taught âgri* & Ph* lid**™-0'f had Training in Agrl.
0)o bad Training In Ph. Ed#
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- ÎÎI«k -----  -CXfisalfleà-Clas» I
miSIC TIUICSIRS, CCimiSATIOIIS AED TSAI^nG
Kcad table tlmaî 2Z teachers» or Zî% ûî ail the î̂ 'usic t cachera 
taught hothing but Music* 100;i of the 27% had & college major 
or minor in Music* 21 teachers or 2G^ of all the Music teachers 
taught a coffiblnatloa of Eusie mid &%llah* . 71^ of this 2Q% %ho 
taught a coKïbiiiatlon of Kualc- and iiitî llsh had a college mjor or 
minor in Music and 81,'̂ had a college major or laiaor in English» 
"Training In SSusic* In the table below Indicates a college major 
or »dnor In that subject* All other subjects are read in the 
same way*
22, or 27;?, Taught Eusic only— — ^«lOO;^ had Training in Husic
21, or 26%,'Taught Euslc &  Eng*-— *— «71;? had Training
81,t had Training
In
in
Music
Sn£>
6# or 7:C, Taught Music & Eatfe»-— — © 5 ^  had Training 67^ had Training inin EuaicMath*
is. or lo;:» Taught Music & Soc » So » — 80^ had. Training 100^ had Training inin Music Soc.Sc *
7, or Taught Music àSci.»-— — IGOa had .Training 06;? had Training inin MusicSci.
u or Taught Music & Latin— 1 0 0 ^  had Training 100,? had Training; inin MusicLatin
1# or i;:. Teu^t Music & E»Leng.—-lOC;? had Training O;? had Training inIn MusicE.Lang,
1, or Tauglit Music & Ind.A.— lOO;̂  had Training O;? had Training
in
in
Music
Ind.A#
6, or 7^, Taught Music & Coïît.— — 67;? had Training .50^ had Training
in
In
Music
Ctm#
1# or Taught Music & A g r i — 0;.? had Training 100^ had Training
in
in
Music
Agrl.
1. or 1%,Taught fehjisie & Fh* Ld.-— had Training 
0% had Training
in
in
lŸUSiC
Fb.Kd.
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TâSLS ÎGd.—ClfiÉJs I
PSYSICAL CrCCATIOg TSACmRS* C0KDITIATIGS3 MJD TRÀIITIKO
He&d t&ble thus* 21 teachers, or 54^ of all the fhysicai Educa­
tion teachers taught nothing but physical education. 100% of 
the 54% had a college mjor or minor la physical education. 4 
teachers, or 6% of all the physical education teachers, taught 
a ccEblmtlm of physical education and English. 60% of this 
6% who taught a ccssblnation of pliyslcal educatlcn and Enrllsh 
had a college major or minor in physical education. lOOji had 
a college imjor or minor In English. "Training In pljyslcal 
education" In the t&hl© below indicates a college major or min­
or In that subject. All other subjects arc read in a similar 
manner#
21# or 54%, Taught Fliys. Ed* only— 100% hod
4, or 6%, Tau^fc Ph. Ed. & Eng.-- 50%100%
had
had
7, or 11%, Tau^t Ph. Ed. & lath.— 0)iiGG%
had
had
14, or 25%, Taught fh. Ed. & Soc .5b**-50% 100% hadhad
8, or 13%, Taught Ph. Ed. & Sci * — SCyi?83%
had
had
1, or 2%, Taught Ph. Ed. & E*'Lang*-0% 100%
had
had
1, or 2%, Taught Ph. Ed. & 100% hodhad
5, or 5%. Taught Ph. Ed. & Com.— 67% 100%
had
had
1, or 2%, Taught Ph. £d. & Agr 1 » —— 0% 0%
had
Imd
1, or 2%, Taught Ph. 2d. & î uslc— 0% 0%
had
had
'V »
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TABIjS i6?î«»ûlaaî5- IX
ZKGLISIi tn̂ ACamS, COKBI%ATIO%S AITD TIU15I3G
Read table thuas 15 teachers, or 22% of all the English teach* 
era, taught nothing but Snglieh. IGO^ of th.te 22% had a college 
r.ajor or cinor In English. 6 toachera, or B% of all the English 
teacher», taught a caæblnatlon of English and Kathô »atlc8. tO% 
of this 8;̂ who taught a ooczblnatlon of English and. Katbeœatles 
had a major or minor In English. 40> had a major or minor in 
l̂ athesaatlca. “Training in English* In the table below indicates 
ft college major or minor In that subject. All other subjects arc 
read In a similm* manner#
awettirn
15, or 22%, Taught Sagllah only— -100;t had Training in Eng#
5, or 8^, Taught Eng# & hath#—*— *30^ had Training in Eng.
40% had Training in FaU^#
12, or 10%, Taught Emg* & Soc#Sc#— 75% had Training in ihg#
83% had Training in Soc.Oc*
4, or 6%, Taught ütîg# t Scl#— 50% had Training In En,,.#
100% had Training in Sci#
4, or 6%, Taught Eng# & Latin**— 100% had Training In Eng*
75% had Training In Latin ■
4, or 6%, Tauglit Eng# & I'.Lang.— 50% had Training In Eng#
25% had Training in E.Lang*
3, or 4%, Taught Eng# & Ikma Lc*-100% had Training in I jig#
C% had Training in Home Lc.
10, or 15%, TaugJit Ehg# & Ccbî.— *— -80% had Training in Eng.
0% had Training in Con.
5, or 13%, Taught Eng# & Icuaio— 70% had Training in Eng#
67% had Training in IMsio
1, or 2%, Taught Ihg# & Ph. Ed# -0% had Training In Eng.
0% had Training in Hi# Ed#
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TÂ3U2 •-.cinssiriod'-Claaa IIKATHZIIATICS TZUICIIERS, CŒÜI^ATICMS AED TRAIRIRG
Head table thus} 7 teachers, or 12^ of all the Mathematics 
teaciaers, ta%ht nothing; but K&them&tlcs. CG^ of this -12% had 
a college major or nlnor In hathematlca. 5 teachers or of 
all the I'athenatlcs teachers taught a ccesMnatloa of Katbemat* 
les and. EngllsJi* 40^ or this 9% who taught a caabinatloo of 
Matheiaatlcs and Jhigllsh liad a major or minor In Matlienatlcs*
00  ̂had a major or minor In English. “Training in iratbermtlcs* 
la the table below Indicates a college major or minor in that 
subject* All other subjects are read in a similar manner*
7, or 12;!̂, Taught Mathematics only— 06;« had Training in Eath*
S, or 9ft Taught Math* & 2ng*^-— had Training in Math*
OOj* had Training iu 2ng*
9, or 16^, Taught Math* & Soc*3c*™44,« had Training in hath*
44^ had Training in 6oc.Sc*
21, or 57>t, Taught Katb. & Sci*— — 62;« had Training in Math*
61^ had Training Ir. Sci#
1, or 2%, Taught Math# & M. iang*-100;̂ î had Training in Bath*
Q'f had Training in M* i&ng-
1, or 2%., Ta\ight Math* & Ind. â#— lOOj* bad Training In Math.
0% had Training in Ind* A*
7, or 12;̂ , Tauf̂ it Math# & 56^ bad Training in Math*
Qf bad Training in Cœa.
5, or h%, Tauj^t Math. & Euslc— •— had Training In Math*
67/̂  bad Training in Music
3, or t%t Taught Math. & Ph. 2d*— 67^ had Training in Math.
2% had Training in Ph. Ed*
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TilBLS TV—G"*— Gl@ia 3 I f  led.—C1&&9 XX SOCIAL scisncz TSACnZES* GOîmiKATICKS A5D TRAIUIKG
Ee&d table thuei 14 teacliers, or 17;̂  of all the Social Science 
teachers, taught nothing but Social Science. 79j« of this V7% 
had a college major or minor in Social Science* 12 teachers or 
14̂  of all Social Science teaeliore taught a combination of Social 
Science and English. 65^ of this who taught a combination 
of Social Science and English had a major or minor in Social 
Science and 75ĵ  Imd a ajor or minor in English# **Training in 
Social Science** In the table below indicates a college major or 
nlnor in that subject. All other subjects are read in a similar 
manner#
14, or 17 ,̂ Taught 8oG.Sc. cnly 7 had Training in Soc.Sc•
12. or 14:̂ , Taught 6oc.Sc. & Eng. «• 75:2:
had
had
Training
Training
In
in
Soc.Sc.
Eng#
9# or n:::. Taught Soc.Se* t. Eath.— 44;i 44:$
had
had
Training
Training
la
in
Soc.Sc#
Eath#
10, or 12:$, Taught Soc.Sc» & Sci
70X
had
had
Training
Training
in
in
Soc.Sc.
Sci.
1, or Taught Soc.Sc# & Latin.— 0^100:$
had
had
Training
Training
in
in
Soc.Sc.
Latin
3, or 4̂ , Taught Soc.Sc. & h.L&rg.'€7;$ 58;:
bad
had
Training
Training
la
in
Soc.Sc.
ü.Lang.
2, or Tau#it Soc.Sc. & Ind#A.-60;$50;:
had
had
Training
Training
la
in
Soc.Sc. 
Ind.A.
1, or 1X/i/, Tauĝ zt Soc.Sc. ÎhneBc.̂ LOO;: hu.dhad
Training
Tralairig
la
la
Soc.Sc. 
hone Kc
13, or ZZ%t Taught Soc. Sc. & Ccsm.— 74:*
26;:
had
had
Training
Training
la
In
Soc.Sc.
Cw.
9, or 11^. Taugîit 5oc.Sc. & l^aîc— 67;: 69:$
had
had
Training
Training
in
la
Soc.Sc*
I’uslc
3, or Taught 6oc.Sc• & ih.Ec.— o;$ 
100:$
had
had
Tralnirg
Training
la
in
Soc.Sc.
rb.Ed.
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TâBLK •••••••••"•'-'•♦«•CXasslf'ied—Class IX
SGIZ:;C2 TILJLCnSRS, COKDIRATIOXS M D  TllAiniKG
Ksaû table tSiuat 8 teachers, or 12;,̂ of all the Science teachers, 
taught nothing but Science# 76;̂  of tills 12',t had a college major 
or minor In Science# 4 teachers, or 6'̂  of all the Science teach­
ers, a combination of Science and English# lOÔ C of this
6% wiio taught a combination of Science and English had a college 
major or minor in Science and 50^ had a major or minor In Eng- ' 
llsh. "Training In Science" in the table below Indicates a col­
lege major or minor In that subject# All other subjects are 
read In a similar manner*
8, or 12^, Taugjit Science only— -— 75)( ixad Training In Science
4, or ti. Taught Sci# 8s Eng#— — '-100;l bad 50% bad
Training
Training
In
In
Science
Eng#
21. or Ï2?, Taught Sci. & hath»— — 01% bad 02% had
Training
Training
in
In
Science
yath.
10, or 15,t. Taught Sci# & Soc*8c#-— 70% bad 
00% bad
Training
Tralnin/̂
in
in
Science 
Soc# Sc.
2. or — , Taught Sci* & fet*Z*ang#--100% had0% had
Training;
Training
In
la
Science
À'.Lang.
s. or 4. S;,, Taught Sci * & Xnd.A#— — 67% hadhad
Training
Training
In
In
Science 
Ind.A.
2# or «y-if Taught Sci# & Erme Ec *-100%100%
had
had
Training
Training
In
In
Science 
hoare Eg#
7# or 10. e; Taught. Sol* ti CoïS»— — 71/̂ Iwdiiad
Training
Training
In
In
Science
Com#
1. or i.ss:, Taught. Sol & Agrl#— — 100%0%
had
had
Training
Training
In
li'i
Sci#
Agrl.
2. or 4#w^, . Sci« L î'uslû— — 67% had 55% had
Training
Training
In
in
Science
Music
5. or 8%, Taught Sci# & Ph. Ed.-— 80%0%
had
had
Training
Training
In
in
Science 
Eh# Ed#
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TâSLC 2V-»©— jTl6d*-CXAas XI
LATia Ti^AQZms, COKBIÎÎÂTIOSS A2D TRAIÏÏIKG
Head table thusi 2 teacbei'S, or 25^ of aXX the Latin teachers, 
tau&ht no tiling but Latin» X00> of this 25^ had a college Rajor 
or minor in Latin# 4 teachers, or 50> of all the Latin teach­
ers, tsuclit a coEsbinatloR of Latin and Lngllsh. 76^ of this &0% 
lAio taught a ccKsblnation of Latin and English had a major or 
minor In Latin# 100;i« had a major or minor In Knglish* “Training 
In English" In the table below Indicates a college major or minor 
In that subject# All other subjocta are read In a similar man­
ner#
2, or 25%, Taught Latin only— — — lOOjI had Training In Latin
4, or 50%, Taught Latin à Engllsh— 75jk bad Training In Latin
100;» had Training In English
1, or 12#5;̂ ,Taught Latin & Soc#Sc#*100;:> bad Training 1ji Latin
0;Z h&d Training In Soc#Sc#
1, or 12,E/̂ ,Taught Latin t i:.Lang#-100;u Imd Training In Latin
100% had Training in Zf#Lang#
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TA3LK IV-r-------------   ClÆssified-Cl&ss II
ÎCODEî I LAKGUAGK TEACEOS, A%D TH.\Ii;iEG
Read the table thus: 2 teachers, or 1^% of all the Modern Lang- 
uace teachers, taught nothing but Modem Language* 100;̂  of this 
14$ had a college major or minor In Modem language. 4 teachers 
or 27 X of ell the Modem Langu&ge teachers, taught a combinat Ion 
of lodem Language and English* 25^ of this 27^ who taught a 
combination of Modem Language end Lngllah bad & college major 
or minor in Modem Î inguage and 50^ bad a major or minor In Lng*» 
llsh* "Training In Modem Language" In the table below Indi­
cates a college major or minor In that subject* All ot>»er sub­
jects ai'S read In a similar manner#
2# or 14̂ , Taught M# Lang(» OÎI ly— — 10Q,% bad Training in L»Lang*
4# or 29::, Taught M.Leng# &' Eng *—— 25:̂ hadhad
Training
Training
In
In
i-.Lang#
Eng.
1, or Taught R$Lang* & L ath #—— —O’X loo;;:
bad
had
Training
Training-
In
in
L.L&ng*
Lath*
5# or 22^, Taugîit K*Lang* & £oc * Lc •—€7X
had
bad
Training
Training
in
in
L.Lang*
Soc.Sc#
2# or 14;̂ , Taught K#Lang# & Sc 1 #— — —'0̂  lOo;;
had
bad
Training
Training
In
in
M*Lang.
Sci#
U or ije.t Taught M#Lang* h Latin— 100;v100/Î
had
bad
Training
Training
in
in
M.L&ng*
Latin
1* or /y.V, Taught M.Lang* h EotreLc.— had o;: had
Training
Training
in
in
t. •Long • 
LctteEc#
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TABLJ2 I V I I  
IimUSTaiAL AitTS CCfSIKATimS AlTD T3AIEBÎG
Head the table thuat 1 teacher,.cr lO;̂  of all the Industrial 
Arte teachers taught a combinâtion of Industrial Arts and rathe- 
r.fttlc8* G% of this lÔ ÿ who taû iit a ccssbln&tloa of Industrial 
Arts and Mathematics Imd a college najor or minor in Industrial 
Arte and ICO,* had a major or minor in JIathem&tics* ^Training 
In Industrial Arts" in the table below Indicates a college major 
or minor In that subject* All other subjects are read in a sltiil- 
lar manner*
1, or 10^, Taught Ind*A* & î‘ath*— — had Training in Ind*A*
100/ü bad Training in hath#
2, or 20/, Taught Ind.A* & Soc*Sc*— 50/ ban Training in Ind*A*
50/ had Tralnir^ In Soc.Sc.
5, or 5C/, Taught Ind*A* & Soi*— — 55/ bad Training in Ind.A#
67/ bad Training. In Sci*
1, or 10/, Taught Ind.â. 5 Com*— 1j3D/ had Training in Ind*A«
D #  had Training in Com#
1, or 10/, Taught Ind.A* & llusic— 0/ had Training in Ind.A.
lOO/ liad Training in I'ueic
2, or <33/, Taught Ind.A# & Th.Bd*— 50/ bad Training in Ind.A.
0/ had Traiîîing in Ph. 2d*
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EODZ SCCHOL'ICS COl'BIKATIOKS AKD THAÎlilKG
P.oad t&M® thUBS 1 t06Gl:er* or 10% of all the Ilwe Economics 
teach®ra, taught aotblng but Boas© ScouoEilca* 0% of this 10% 
had a collog© major or minor in Bom© BccnoEsics, . 5 teachers, cr 
50% Of all th© Eom© Bconmics teachers, taught a cossbinatlon of 
Hmto Economics and English* 0% of this 50% who taught a combin­
ation of Bom© £con<»!slc» and English had a college major or a-nor 
in that subject* 100% had & major or minor in English* “Train­
ing in Ecm'O Eoonoiaica’* in th© table below indicates a college 
major or minor In that subject. All other subjects are read in 
a oimllar. mcnner *
m.
}%p Taught Ilcsn© Sc# & Soc*Sc*-0^
)%
had Training in BCBT:© Be*
had
had
Training,
Training
in
in
Hok©
Eng#
Ec*
had Training in Bom© Ec«
Imd Training in Soc.Sc#
lisd
bad
Training
Training
in
In
Home
Sci.
Lc*
Imd Training in BoK© Ec.had Training in B.Lang,*
had
bad
Training
Training
In
in
Loire
Com#
Ec.
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TâBL*2 IV —I***»*»—"»»-***-»-»—*»——•»CXa.ssijri©d—Clas3 I I  
CCmZRCB TlSACïïEfvS, CQLSIKATICUO A33 TRAIHïîîG
Keaû the table fclajtai 9 teacbere, or 15^ of all the Cormorce 
teachersÿ taugiit notî:il% but Gonmcroe# of tîjia 15;̂  had a
college major or minor In Cocxmeroe. 10 teachers, or 16;J of all 
the Ccffamerce teachers, taught a combination of Comerc© and 
thgllsh* 0^ of this 16^ who taught a combination of Commerce 
and English had a major or minor in Gosmierce* 60̂ 1 of the 16;̂  
had a major or minor in English* "Training in Commerce" In 
the table below indicates a college major or minor in that sub­
ject* All other subjects are read in a stellar manner.
9, or 15;g, Tau^t Coamerce only-— 4'4:*>had Training In Com.
10, or 16::, Taught Com* & Eng.— DO::
had
had
Training
Training
in
in
Cora#
Eng.
7, or ii;:. Taught Com. & Math.— mptmmpnmpQ̂5G::
had
had
Training
Training
In
in
Cora*
1 ath#
10, cr Taught Com. & foe*Sc.-- 2GX73;:
had
had
Trainl%
Training
in
in
Cora*
Soc.Sc.
7, or 11^0 Taught Cora* & Sci.— —■ 71,̂
had
had
Training
Training
in
in
Cora*
Eel,
1, or 2^, Taught Coi». & Ind*A*-— 100]̂loo;:
had
had
Training
Training
in
in
Cora*
Ind.A*
2, or Tau#it CcH3?* & HoraeEc.*— —0^50::
had
had
Training
Training
In
In
Cora.
Horae EC*
1, or Taught Com. & Agrl*— — — 0^0:̂
had
had
Training
Training
in
In
Ccaa*
Agrl.
4, or Vff* Taught Com. & Music— 'W7ôX
bad
had
Training
Training
in
In
Cora*
Music
1, or Taught Cara. & Ph. Ed.— lOOji» 100;̂
had
had
Training
Training
in
in
Cora*
Ph. Ed.
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TADDA I?" C1&8 si Ola s 3 II
AGraCULTuilS TEACiSr-tS, CDI3ÎMTI0ÎÎS AIH) TRâlHIBG
Read table tîmsî 1 teacher, or 50;% of all Agricultui*© teachers 
taught a ccKblnatlon of Agriculture and Science* Q% of this 
£0;c who taught a ccsîihlnatlon of Agriculture and Science îiad a 
rajfor or minor In Agriculture and 100% had a major or minor in 
Science* "Training in Agriculture" in the table below Indl-» 
cates a college major or minor in that subject. All other sub­
jects are read in & similar manner*
1, or 50^, Taught Agrl* & Sci*— — — had Training in Agrl*
100,® had Training in Sci*
1, or 60;̂ , Taught Agri* & Con#— — OJ® had Training In Agri*
Q% had Training in Core*
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T&331S »-*'~*«»'»“-'‘*CXfi.S8Îiri©d«'CX®.S8 lî
WZIÙ T&ACII2RS* COî-BIîTATICSS AMD THAÎÎÎÏKQ
Eead the table thti$t 1 tea cher# or Z% of all the rualo teach­
ers, tought nothing but îhislc. 100% of this had a college 
major or minor in Knslc. 9 te&cîiors, or 29'̂  of all the itusic 
teachers, tau^t a combination of Kualo and Encllsb. 67% of 
this who taught a combination of Huslc and English had a 
major or minor in Music and 73.'̂ had a major or minor In English# 
"Training in Music" In the table below indicates a college major 
or minor in that subject# All other subjects are read In a 
similar manner#
1, or Si*, Taught Music only— ’
G, or 29^, Taught Music & Eng#.
S, or 10̂ , Taught Music & Math
9, or 29^, Taught Üuslc &. Soc#Sc#
5, or 10^, Taught Music & Sci#
1, or Z%0 Taught Music ù Ind#A*
4, or IS;̂ , Taught Music & Cœa#—
1, or Z%f Tauglit Music & Ph# Ed#
‘—— 100^ had Training in I usi c
73;(
had
had
Training
Training
in
in
Music
Eng#
WO» %
ZZ%
had
had
Training
Training
in
in
Music
•̂■atb#
, , 'WIMM «*G
6?X
had
had
Training
Training
in
in
Music 
Soc #Sc#
— — 23/»
e?X
bad
bad TrainingTraining
in
In
Music
Sci#
— —IQCĴ' had
had
Training
Training
in
in
Music
Xnd
0^
had
had
Training
Training
in
in
Music
Com#
had
had
Training
Training
in
in
Music 
Ph. M#
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TABLE ali‘led‘-CX&ss XX
nnrsiCAL eijücatïcîî TEAcrmas, c o i t b i e a t i o e s  a e d  T i u i n i r o
Read table tîiusî 5 teachers, or 16^ of all Physieal Education 
teacher a, taught nothing but Fhysical Education * lGO>t of this 
16̂  had a college zaajor or îsînor In Physical Education. 1 teach­
er, or 5^ of all Physical Education teachers, tau£:ht a cosiblna- 
tlon of Physical Education and Jtinglish. 0% of this 5% taught 
A cocbination of Eî jlish and Physical Education had a major or 
minor In Physical Education and 0^ had a major or minor in Eng­
lish* "Training In Physical Education" In tho table below indi­
cates a college major or minor In that subject- All (Aher sub­
jects are read in a similar manner*
2# or 16;̂ ,
or 5:̂ ,
Z, or \&f..
z* or 16%,
5, or 26%,
2, or 11%,
1» or 6%,
1, or 6%,
maasBBmmam
g
I
Training in Ph. Ed*
Training
Training;
in
in
Ph.
Eng
Ed.
*
Training
Training
in
in
Ph. Ed.
Lath.
Training
Training
in
in
Ph.
Soc
Ed. 
• Sc.
Trainlr^
Training
in
in
Ph.
Eel
Ed.
Training
Training
in
in
Ph. Bd. 
Ind.A.
Training
Training
in
in
Ph. Ed.
$
Training
Training
in
in
Ph. ne. 
i-uslc
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TABXJË •■•ClasslJCiôd.-'dfisa TTT
ETCLISH TIUlCŒlIS* C0KBIEATIŒ8 A3D TRAIKIBG
Read table thust 10 teachera, or 10;̂  of all the English teaoîi- 
ere, taught nothing but Engllah. 100% of this 10^ had a college 
ffiajor or ailnor Sji English, 0 teaeherm, or 0% of all the English 
teachers taught a corhinatlon of English and MathOKiatics. ts% 
of this OjL who taught a combination of English m û  hathematlcs, 
had a college major or minor In English. 50>̂  h&à a major or mlj 
in il&thestatica* •Training in English" In the table below.”Indig­
estes a college major or minor in that subject. All other sub­
jects are read in a similar manner*
nor
10, cr 10%, Taught English only— — 100;̂ had Trai fling in English
a» or 8::, Taught Eng. & i'ath.— -- liadhad
Training
Training
in
in
Eng. , 
Eath.
27, or 22;̂ , Tttuĝ it Eng. à Soc.Sc.— 7o:c 82;̂
had
had
Training
Training
in
in
Eng. - 
Soc.Sc.
3, or Taught Zng* êi Sci -- 58^ hadhad
Training
Training
in
in
Eng.
Sci.
3, or z%. Taught Eng* & Latin— — lOD^ 67;:
had
had
Training
Training
in
in
Eng.
Latin.
2, or 2>, Taught Eng. Ù it.I/ang.»••••> gÔrllOOX
had
had
Training
Training
in
in
Eng.
L.Lang#
2, or Tsu^t Eng. & HomoEc. o;̂
had
bad
Training
Training
in
in
Eng* 
Lome be.
10, or 19;̂ , Taught Lag. & G(%3.— — 87/ito17;»
had
had
Training
Training
in
in
Lng#Coœ.
2, or , Taught 2ng. & Agri • — 100;t hadhad
Training
Training
in
in
Eng,
%ri.
14, or 14^, Taught Eng. & îîusic— — 36::
71;:
had
had
Training
Training
in
in
Eng,
Lusic
3, or Taught Eng# & Fh. Ed.— ioo;C 0^
had
had
Training
Training
in
in
Lng.
Fh. Ed.
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TâBXjS V«""b— % a 1 fled—Cl&a$ III
KAmimTICS TSACISES, CÔ 'BIÏÏA.TIOÏÎS AND TRAIÏÏISO
Re&d table thus» 2 teachers, or of all the I%th@%atlcs teach­
ers, tm#it nothing but Nat hematics, 100^ of this 2"> had a eol- 
lege major or minor In Mathematics, 8 teachers, or 10% of all 
tho Mathematics teachers, tau(^t a combination of Mathematics 
and EngllËi, 60% of this 10% isho taught a coasblnatlon of Mathc- 
iratlca and Dngllsh had a college major or minor In Mathematics 
and 50% had a college major or minor in English* "Training In 
Mathematics" In the table below Indicates a college Eiajor or 
minor In that subject* All other subjects are read in a simi­
lar manner.
2,
8#
or
or
2%,
10%,
Taught
Tau^t
13, or 22%, Taught
26, or 32%, Taught
2, or 2%, Taught
1# or 1:̂ # Tauglit
17. or 21%, Taught
5. or 4%, Taught
or 5%, Taught
1. or 1%, Taught
— 100% lied Training in Math*
-50% bad 
53% bad
-53% had 
89% had
— 66% bad 
81% had
0% had
60% bad
100% bad 
ID% bad
— 53% bad
6% had
— 67% bad 
33% bad
-75% bad 
50% bad
.100% bad
0% bad
Training
Tralni%
Training
Training
Training
Training
Training
Training
Training
Training
Training
Training
Training.
Training
Training
Training
Training
Training
in Math* 
in Lng.
in Math, 
in Soc.Sc*
in Math* 
in Sci.
in Math* 
in M.Lang*
in Moth.
In Ind.A.
in Moth* 
in Com*
in Math, 
in Agri*
in Math* 
in l̂ usic
in Math, 
in lb. Ed*
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TâBLIB III
SOCIAL 5CILEC2 TLACHCS, CGLIBIEATIOKS iCD TRAIKILG
Kead table thus s S teachers ̂ or G.5^ of all the Social Science 
teachers, taught nothing but Social Science* 1O0J of this 6*5^ 
had a college major or minor in Social Science* 27 teachers, or 
22*5^ of all the Social Science teachers, taught s combination 
of Social Science and Kngllsh* 813* of this 22*5,̂  idio taught a 
combination of Social Science and English had & college major 
or minor In Social Science* 70;( had a. college si&̂ or or minor in 
&%lish* “Training in Social Science * in tJie table below, indi­
cates & college major or minor In that subject* All other sub­
jects are read in & similar manner*
8, or 6*53t, Taught Soc*Sc* <Kily— — 100^ had Training in Soc.Sc.
27, or 2 2 * Taught Soc.Sc* à i-hg.— 81^ had Training in Soc.Sc.
70Jc had Training in Eng.
13, or 15%, Taught Soc. So. & Katb*— 88% had Training in Soc.Sc.
55% had Training in ĥ ath*
18, or 15%, Taught Soc.Sc* & Sci.— — 88% had Training in Soc.Sc.
22% had Training in Sci.
1, or 1%, Taught Soc.Sc* & ll.Lsng.— 0% had Training in Soc.Sc*
100% had Training in iF.Lang.
5, or 2.5%,Taught Soc.Sc* & BoneEc.-lCQü had Training in Soc.Sc*
53% had Training in Home Ec.
51, or 20%, Taught Soc.Sc* & Com.-— ^77% had Training in Soc.Sc.
13% had Training in Com#
5, or 2*5%, Taught Soc.Sc* & Agi*— 100% had Training in Soc.Sc.
0% had Training in Âgrî#
7, or 6%, Taught Soc.Sc. & Music— -71% bad Training in Soc.Sc.
45% had Training la Music
4, or 5%, Taught Soc.Sc. & rh.2d.-100> had Training in Soc.Sc.
25% bad Training in fh. Ed.
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Ti’üïLIS III
s c i m c 3  T E A o n z n a ,  c o m i m ^ T i o n s  à h d  t h a i k i i î g
Sead table thus s 1 teacher or 1% of all the Science teachers, 
taufcbt nothing but Science* 100>$ of this had a college najor 
or minor In Scleme* 9 teachers, or lOyJ ol all the Science tetch- 
era, t&u^it a caœhinatîon of Science and English* bù% of this 
10̂  eho taught a combination of Science and English had a college 
rajor or r*lnor In Science* 56;® had a college major or minor la 
English* **Training in Science" in the table below. Indicates a 
college major or minor In that subject* All other subjects are 
read In a a 1:: liar manner.
1# or 1^. Taught Science only— *— 100% had Training in Sci.
9* or lo;::. TaugJit Science & îSïig.— *56%60%
had
had
Training
Training
Inin Sci*Enf *
26:2,, or 23/̂ , Taught Sol* & itath.-w-̂ -Sl,̂ hadhad
Training
Training
in
in
Sci.
hath*
18, or 20%, Taught Sci. & Soc.Sc.— 22% had
had
Training
Training
in
in
Sci.
Soc.Sc.
2, or 2%, Tau^t Sci. & If.* Lang*-100%
100%
had
had
Training
Training
in
in
Sci.
E.L&ng*
2, or 2%, Taught Sci. & Ind.A.— 100%
60%
had
had
Training
Training
in
In
Sci.
Ind.A*
17, or 10%, Taught Sci* & Com*— 59%
18%
had
hud
Training
Training
in
in
Sci.
Com*
7, or oX, Taught Sci* & Âgri*— B4%46% hadhod
Training
Training
in
in
Sci . 
Agri .
6, or 7%, T&Uĵ it 5c 1* & IÎUSÎ-C— — 35%60%
had
had
Training
Training
in
In
Sci*
ilueic
4# or 4%, Taugîit Sol. & Fh. im.-- 60%0%
had
had
Training
Training
in
in
Sci.
Fh. Ed.
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TABL2 V—0"̂ —— Cia s gif'led—C1& 8 3 III 
LATIK TlJ'iCIII'.RS* CDK3I%;.TI0l:S Æ D  TgAlZIIRG
Read table thus* 5 tcacbera, or 4Z% of &11 the Latin teachera# 
taught a combination of Latin and Lngllsh* 67> of this 45^ Wio 
taught a combination of Latin and English, bad a collero major 
or minor In Latin» 100>- bud a major or ssinor In English. "Train- 
leg In Latin" In the table below, indicates a college major or 
minor in that subject# All other subjects are read in a similar 
mmner#
Î, or'43^, Taught Latin & ling#— '-«•■-•-67/u had Training la Latin
:100;̂  bad Training In Lag,
2, or 28#L^,Tau£^t Latin à had Training in Latin
had Training in Com#
2, or 20*G^,Tau{^t Latin & Music— bad Training In Latin
Gûjÿ had Training in Music
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TABLE V-r—  -- — --- — — Classlfled-aïass III
KGDE3K UîîCTuACS TSAC2ÎSES, COKOIEATIOSS ABD TZAIBING
Reûd table tbust 2 teachers» or 20^ of the Kodem Language 
teachers, t suffit a ccsKhlnatlcm of liodern Language and Lngllsh. 
50̂  of this 20?̂  1*10 taught a coKihlnatlon of Kodem language 
and English had a college major or minor in ^oùern Language, 
end bO% had a major or minor in English. * Training in Kodem 
language" in the table below indicates a college major or minor 
in tliat subject* All other subjects are read in a similar 
mmmr.
2, or Z3^, Taught !*• ÎÆng. &. Eîîg#— bad Training in K.Lang#
5>0f» had Training in Eng,
2, or Taught K* Lang, & had Training in %* Lang*
Q% had Training in îîatb*
1, or lO;̂ , Taught M# Lang. & îîo<vSc«-10CÇa had Training in %. Lang*
0% had Training in Soo*Sc*
2, or 20^, Taught E, Lang* & £cl*«100,̂  had Training in %, Lang*
100^ had Training in Sol* ■
2, or 20^, T&ugJit 11* Lang* & üca:â,— 50̂  ̂bad Training in r* Long*
O;̂  had Training in Cos*
1, or 10^, Taught L, Lang, & Agri*AOO> bad Training in r, Lang*
0% had Training in Agrl*
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TABLE led—ClttsB III
lîTDÜSTHIAL AHT3 TEACHERS, COMBIÎÎATICKS AKD TRAI5IKG
Read table tlmaj 1 teaciher, or 20^ of all the Indtistrial Arte 
teachers, tau^^t a combination of Indiietrlal Arts and Kathemat- 
Ica* 100^ oT tîila 20^ «âao taught a combination of IncuaMal 
Arts and I'athematlce had. a college zajor or minor In Industrial 
Arts. lOO;̂  had a major or minor In Mathematics* “Training In 
Industrial Arts* in tli© table below Indicates a college major or 
minor la that subject» All other subjects are read In a similar 
Rsnwr»
1, or 20,̂ , Taui^t Ind. A# & lIath»-«-lCX)y'* had Training In Ind.A*
100^ had Training In Math*
2, or 40/, Taught Xnd* 1* 6 Sol*— --GOJù had Training In Ind.A*
100> had Training In hci.
2, or 40^, Taught Ind* A, &  60^ had Training in Ind.A*
50^ had Training In Com.
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TASLü «»«»Cliî.ssifîed—CXa.S3 IIIE0K2 2CCBCKIC5 TZACEZRS, GOTaiEATlOCS Aim T%Airi2G
Head table timai 2 teachers» cr 25^ of all the Home économies 
teachars» tau gat a ccsEnbinatlm of IIo%e HconcKslcs end .Hnglîsh,
0̂  of this 25> who tau|.:hfc a oomblnatloo of Kœ:e Economies and 
English îmd a college sïajor or minor In English. 0^ had a col» 
lege ciajor or minor in Hok© Hooncaslcs. "Training in English"
In the table below Indicates a college major or minor In that 
subject• All other subjects are read in a similar manner*
2» or Taught Kofâô Ec* & had Training In ÎIoü® Ec*
Ojb had Training In Eng*
Zf or S7*S^»Taugbt Hos© *c* & Soc *Sc*"S30̂  had Training in Ho»-.© Ec*
100,1 Imd Training in Soc.Sc,
1» or 1 2 Taught Home hc*ai:u3lc»— »0^ had Training In Home Sc*
0^ had Training In Ituslo
2. or 25^, Taught Home Ec* & fh.Ed.-lOCÿJhad Training In Hors Ec.
0% bad Training In Ph. Ed*
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TABtuû »•••»'»«••••»«»— •ClassîfîfkM-*Glaas XXI
COKKSnCE TEAClZnS, COKOIR&TIOES ÂT̂ û TRAIElEO
Read tablo thusî 1 teacher, or i;' of oil the commerce teechere, 
taû .t nothing but Coînæerce. 1D0;« of this had a college pajor 
or minor in Coimerce. 10 teachers, or 17;* of all the Ccsmierce
teacliera, tim^ht a ocRhlAatloA of Coosacrce and 17/» of
this 1?;̂  *ho taught a combination of Coifcnerce and English had a 
college zmjor or sjlnor In Commerce and 67;* had a college major 
or minor la English* ^Training In Commerce" in the table below 
indicate» a col le go major or minor in that snbjset* All other 
subject» are read In a # Imllar manner*
1, or 1^, Taught CatMûroQ onlj— — lOO;̂  had Training In Cos*
13, or 17/?, Taught Com* à I n g * *-17;̂  had Training in Cor.*
67^ had Tralnintf in Sag*
had Training in Con*
53^ had Training in lath*
— — is;# had Training in Com.
77> had Training in doc*Sc*
<— — 18̂  ̂had Training in Coct*
60^ had Training in Sci*
1. #
^
17, or IC^f
51# or 22;.-,
17# or log.
2, or 2g.
2# or 2g,
2t or
4# or
6t or 6/fe,
6# or 6g,
50> had Training in latin
2,  ;-̂, Taught Com* & K.Lang*— had Training in Com*
50;̂  had Trd.ning in IJ.Lang,
50^ had Training in Com. 
SC/; had Training In Ind.A*
25;* had Training in Com, 
25‘X had Training In Agrl*
50/1 had Training in ilualo
•17> had Training in Gem*
liad Training in fh. hd#
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TABX.B III
ACaiCL'LTURZ TIlACmZRZ, C013ISATIC%3 ABD THAIBIRJ
Head table tbuej 2 teachers, or lO;̂  of all the Agriculture 
teachers taught a caablmtion of Agriculture and English. Q-,i 
of the 10^ who tauglit a coablnatlcn. of Agriculture and English 
had a college major or salnor In Agriculture and 100^ had a 
major or minor In English. "Training in Agriculture" in the 
table below indicates a college major or minor in that subject. 
All other subjects are read in a sissllar mmnor.
2, or 10/t, Taught Agri# & E n g . . 0 >  had Training in Agri,
lOÔ i bad Training in
S, or Taught Agrl. & Kath*-— îmd Training in Agri.
G7/& had. Training in Kath.
5, or 15^, Taught Agri. à bad Tralnini." in Agrl*
1 0 0 had Training in Soc.Sc.
7, or Taught Agri* à Sci.— 4£;̂  had Training in Agrl.
8 0 had Training in Sci.
1, or 5;t, Taught Agrl* & E.Lang#— bad Training in Agrl.
100jS had Training in L.Lang,
4, or 20^, Tmucht Agrl. A; Cœn*-M— — -̂ 25vv had Training in Agrl.
2üf̂  had Training - li-i vw.
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TABLE III
KD8IC TEAGSBB3, C013IKATIŒ3 AKD T3AI%;iRG
Heed t&fele tîmaî 14 teacher», <a* ZZ% of all the Kusic teachers, 
taught a ooKblnatîOh of Siusio imù. Ihgllsh* 71^ of tills tZ% tdio 
taught a carhinafcion of Ituslc and English had a collê  @ gaajor or 
minor In lîuslc, while B&% of this S5^ Imd a college major or 
minor In English* "Training In Kuslc" in tlie table below Indi­
cates a college major or minor in that subject» All otJier sub­
jects are read In a similar manî ca*.
14, or ZZ'ĵ.0 Taught Shisîe t Eng»--71,€ had Training In Fusle
86yCf had Training- In Eng»
4, or 10^^ Taught lAjiaic & Kath#— 50j* had Training in lîusîo
75^ had Training In I'ath.
7̂  or 17^, Taught I'uslo & £co*£c*-42/| had Training in Music
71^ had Training in Soc.Sc#
6, or 14;K, Taught Music 6 Sci#— — 50,'̂ had Training in Music
ZZS had Training In Sci#
2, or SX# Taught Muslo & Latln— 60^ had Training in Music
50*̂  had Training In Latin
1, or 2^, Taught Music & Borne Lc.-O^ had Training In iruslc-
0^ had Training in Dome Ec«
6, or 14;̂ , Taught Music & C<m#— —50^ had Training in Kuslc
0% had Training In Com*
2, or 5^, Tou^t Music à Ph. Ed.— 0> had Training In Music
Q% had Training in Ph. Kd̂
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TA3I2 --------- — — Clas8lfî©d-:iasa III
■ nirSICAL EDCCATXCH TZAGŒRS, COÎ231KATIOK3 A?:D TRAISIKG
Read tabl© thuai 5 tsael^rs, or 14^ of all the Physical Educa­
tion tcLChem# taiâ ht a cçæshlmtlon of Pîjyslcal EQUCctîon and 
Engillsh# 0> of tî'ils 16^ who taught a cosi’oination of Physical Eg- 
ucatlon end Er^llsh had a college major or minor in Pliyslcal Ed­
ucation* 100;« had a major or minor in Ilnglish* "Training in 
Physical.Education^ in the table below indicate® & college major 
or minor in that cub joct. All othar subjeots are reed in the 
game manner*
Z, or 14̂ ,' Tmigjit Fh. lid* & Erig.—-— had Training in Fh. Ed*
100/̂  had Training in Eng*
or 5̂ , Taught Fh* Ed. & Katb*-— 0^ had Training In Fh* Ed.
lOOjZ had Tz'alning In Hath*
4, or 16;>, Taught Fh* Ed* à Sôc*Se»-25̂ « had Training in Fh. Ed.
lOO;̂  had Training in Soc.Sc*
4> or 18̂ * Taught Fh# Ed* & Sci*— — 0)̂  had Training in Ih* Ed.
50;« had Training in Sci.
2, or S/̂ # Taught Fb^ Ed. & Home Ec*-0/̂  had Training in Fh. Ed*
100^ had Training in Borne Lc.
6̂  or 2*7;̂, Taught Ph. Ed* & C m * — had Training la Fh. Ed*
17/« had Training in Cm*
2# or 9^, Taught Fh* Ed* & Euslc— 0;2 had Training in Ph. Ed.
Û/J had, Training in lluslc
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]EKGi:[;52 irji/icsiiâits, (3(%KB][B.A!r]:css3 jiiri)
K©a4 table tîaifl» 8 teacher*», or 1)̂ of ell Zn^llah teachers, 
teuthfc nothing but English» SO;* of this had a college na jor 
or minor in ihigllah* U S  teachers, or 15;* of all the English 
teachers, taught a ccanbimtlon of English, and I'atheamtlcs. 23> 
of this l%w who taught a combination of English and tMtheimtica 
had a major or minor In English. 12> had a major or minor in 
k&theR̂ atlcs# ‘'Training In English" in the table below indicates 
ft college major or minor in that subject. All other subjects are 
read In a similar manner*
8, or Taught English alon©«̂ -50̂  had Training in Eng*
lia, or 15;̂ , Taught Eng. & hath. 2Q*/ had Training in Eng.
11^ had Training in lath.
270, or 2 0 Taught ling, à Soc.Sc.-Slj* had Training in Eng.
had Training in foe*Sc.
156, or 15^^ Tau^it Eng, & Sci.-— «*29;̂  had Training in Eng,25^ had Training in Sol.
10, or 1;̂ , T&u^t Eng. & Iatln-««-60̂ # had Training in Ing*had Training in Latin
0, or 1;̂ , Taught Eng# 6 E.Lang.-25;* had Training in Zng, ■
0;4 had Training in E.Lang.
200, or 21,<, Taught Eng, 6 Cos.— — ZZ^ had Training In Eng.
Oja had Ti’ainin̂ ' in Ccw,i.
40, or 5^, Taught Eng. & Agrl.— 21^ had Training in Eng.
4/J had Training- in Agrl.
60, or 6^, Taught Eng# à Ihislc— 55;S had Training In Eng,
27^ had Training In Music
72, cr Taught Eng, & Fh.Ed.— C*0,€ had Training in6^ had Training in Ph. Ed.
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TAEIS VI— ■-««-.-.«.—.•-«GotiBolîciated 
E A T i m J l T I C a  T Z A C K 2 R S ,  COIIBIÎÎATÏOÎÎS A H )  TIIAIÎIÎÎÎG
Read tablé thust 113 teachers, or 18]̂  of all the Kathematlca 
teacî)«ra, taii^t & cor.bînatîcai of E&tfceïKatîea and English*
12;t of this 18^ >sho taught a corobînatlon of ÎJathcæmtlca and 
English had a major in Kethematic#* 39^ had a major or minor 
in English. “Training In Kathcæmtlcs" In the table below, lndl« 
cates a college major or minor In that subject* All other sub­
jects are read in a similar manner*
lis, or 10̂ , Tau^Jt lîath* & Eng*--12?î had Training In l!ath*
30^ had Training in Eng*
146, car 22,̂ , Taught K&tîx* & Soc*5c**18^ had Training in K&th*
S7^ had Training In Soc*£c*
102, cr 16̂ ,̂ Taught Fath* & Sci*— >1S}5 had Training In Siath*
S9;̂  had Tralnirg in Scl*
4, or Taught It&th* & Latin— — 0^ had Training In îtatb*
0% had Training in Eajtln
4, or Tau#it Rath* & K*Lang*— O;̂  had Training in l!atli.
50^ had Training In h.Lang,
118, or 18^, Taught Kath* & Cora#— 24^ had Training in i!ath*
h% had Training; In Coic*
40, or ^%p Taught EaCh* & Agri.-— 15^ had Training in fath.
5j% hB.d Training In Agrl#
13, or tS, Taught %Cath. t Music— 11SÎ had Training In Math*
11% had Training in IHaslc#
100, or 10^, Taught Math* t Pb.Ed*— 1S;« had Training in Kath*
6% had Training in Ri* Ed*
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TABXiÏÏ olid.at6(1
SOCIAL 5CIE:;C2 TISACKEaS, COrBlH.TIOKS AIR) TRAIIIHTG
Read table thust 4 teachers, or of all the Social Science 
teachers, taught nothing but Social Science, 50% of this i% 
tad a college major or minor In Social Science, 270 teachers, 
or 25% of all the Social Science teachcm, taught a combination 
of Social Science end English, 40% of this 23% who taught a 
cccblnatlon of Social Science and Engllda had a college major 
or minor In Social Science, and 31% had a college major or 
minor in làigllali, "Training In Social Science" In the table be­
low indicates a college major or minor In that subject. Ail 
other subjects are read in a similar manner.
sgisasa
4# or Taught ■Soo* 3Ci» alone— '50% had Training in Coc,Sc,
270, or 23%, Taught Soc ♦ v2C # & Ihg«— 40% 31%
had
had
Training
Training
in
in
Soc,Sc,
Eng.
146, or 13%, Tau^t Soc,Sc# 6 lfath«-37%10%
had
had
Training
Training
in
in
Soc,Sc, 
hath.
174, or 15%, T(m0.it Soc*Sc, t Ccl«— 40/u 40%
had
had
Training
Training
in
in
Soc,Sc, 
Sc i •
a. or Taught Soc»Sc « & Latln-30%0%
had
had
Training
Training
in
in
Soc,Sc* 
Latin
6, or Taught 5oc#Sc«£i^,tang*-35%33%
bad
had
‘iValning
Training
in
in
Soc,C'C«
E.Lang.
2, or Taught Soc«Se, & Ind,A.-0%0%
had
had
Training
Training
in
in
Soc•Sc• 
Ind,A,
2. or Taught Coc».Sc, & Jîo2seHc«'3ûC% liad Training in Soc,o0 0% had Training In Home E'
234, or 20%, Taught aoc,Sc* & C OIB * — 46 % 
9%
had
had
Training
Training
in
In
Soc,Sc, 
Cojc,
70, or 6%, Tau^t Soc,Sc* & Agr 1 • —2 0% 3%
had
had
Training
Training
in
in
Soc,Sc, 
Agri#
60, or ,4%, Taught Coe«Ce, 6 l'Ualc-40% 16%
had
bed
Training
Training
in
in
Soc,Sc, 
Euslc
194, or 17%# Taught Soc«Sc* & rh.2d#33%2%
had
had
Training
Training
in
in
Soc,Sc # 
Ph.2d.
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TA3LJ* ^‘•"'̂ ««««CoRSoUdûfccd.
SCIO:CZ TZACŒRS^ CaaiKATIO XS AFD TZL\I%I:%;
RcRd tâbl© fchuas 15C teachers# or 18^ of all the ScIôîïq© teachers, 
tru£ht a cccshlnation of Science and English. 2S>̂  of this o
t&iight a ooïahlïiatloa of Science and English had a major or minor 
In Science, and 23^ bad a major or minor in Znglleh# **Tralnlng 
In Science in the table below Indicate a a college smjor or minor 
in that subject. All other subjects are. read In a similar siianner.
12S, or 10?*, îaugjit Sol# h w.05̂  had Training in Sci*
29^ had Training In Eng.
102, or 14?̂ , Taught Sci.. & Hath#— 59̂  ̂bad Training In Sci.
16^ had Training la Math.
174, or Taught Ocl* & Soc .Sc*-40,̂  had Training in Sci*
40^ had Training In Soc.Sc*
6, or l:«j Taufjht Sci* & Latin—™0?^ had Training in Sci*
Q% had Training in Wtin
4, or i?&. Taught Sci. & K.Iang*— had Training in Sci.50^ had Training In M.Lang*
2, or Taught Sci. .& EomeEc*— 0̂ . had Training in Sci.
Q% had Training in Home Eo,
144, or 1 0 ,  Taught Sol* & Com.- 1?;̂  had Training In Sci.
0  had Training In Com*
23, or 0 ,  Taught Sci. à Agrl.— 28% had Training in Soi.7> had Training in Agri.
0, or Taught Sci* & Kuelc— -10^ had Training in Sci*
20^ had Training in Music
126, or 17;L Tau^t Sci. & Fh.r-d.— 37;̂  had Training In Sol.* 2^ had Training In Ph.Ed.
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TABLE —.w—wMMw—
LATIH TZAOnSS, CaSISATïCSÏS AliD THAIKIHO
Road table thuaj 10 teachers^ or 20^ of all the Latin teachers, 
fcaû t & combination of Latin and English* (y$ of this 29;̂  tsSio 
tanght ft combination of Latin and English had a college major or 
Blnor In Latin# &Q% had a major or minor in English# "Train-** 
ing In Latin" indicates a college major or minor in that subject* 
All other subjects are read In a similar manner#
10, or 29>‘', Taught Latin &: E n g # - - h a d  Training in LatinCOyj had Training in Eng#
4, or 1%Z, Taught Latin L Kath#--*— *0;̂ had Training In Latin
Cp had Training in Math#
8, or 24̂ ,̂ Taught Latin & Soc#5c*«—0,€ had Training in Latin
50^ had Training In Soc#Sc#
6, or 17>* Taught Latin & Scl#-<— «— 0;’̂ had Training in Latin0̂  ̂had Twining in Sol.
4, or 127*, Tantjht Latin & Com#— 0^ had Training in Latin0^ had Training in Ccaæ*
2, or 6;1* Tmight Latin & ïîuslo-̂ -̂ -O'̂  had Training in Latin
0^ had Tawinlng in Lhsic
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T/lüîiÛ •— •Coïîsolî̂  &t6d
KOI&m^LArcnAQ^ TEACI:%:i:Ŝ  COKIIIBATTCES A!:D TOAIMISG
Hcaâ table tîmsR 8 tea<&ier@* or 2S> of all the Kodem laraguage 
teacher a, tauj^t a cossMnatloii of l'odem Language and English* 
of this 20^ «ho taught a cmblnatlon of hodern Language and 
^ 1 1  ah had a college imjor or minor In Modem Language and 255» 
had a major or minor In English* *"Training In Kodem Language” 
In the table below indicates a college major or minor in that 
subject. All other subjects are read In a similar mrjaner*
8* OP 29^, Taiight M* Lang* & Eng.*——«-0/̂ had Training in M*Lang#
25;J had Training in Eng*
4, or 14^* Taught M* lAng* & &lath»— 505» had Training In K, Lang.
0% had Training in Math*
6, or 21%, Taught h. Lang. & Soc.5c#—-55;̂ had Training In K.Lang*
had Training in Soc*Se*
4, or 14.%, Taught M. Lang* & Sci .— 50^ had Training in H*Lang*
C% bad Training in Sci*
2, or Taught M.Lang* & Luslc— 0^ had Training' in M*'Lang*
0% had Training In Music
4, or 1435. Taught K*Lang* & Fh*Ed*-»-50;̂  had Training In M.Lsng*
05» had Training In Ph.Ed*
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lîîDÜSTEIAL ARTS tSACHHllS, C0^3HlATI0KS AMD TKAÏKIÏÏG
Read tatîle thus; 2 teachers, or ZZ-»1/Z’̂ ot all the Industrial 
Arts teacliera, taught a combination of Industrial Arts and 3ocial 
Science* 0^ of this ZZ-l/Z% vho taught a cctïsblnatîon of Indus­
trial Arts and Social Science had a college major or minor In 
Industrial Arte and 0^ had a college major or miner in Social 
Science* ’‘Training in Industrial Arts" in the table below, in­
dicates a college major or minor in that subject*
2, or SS-1/S>, Tau^it Ind*A* & Goc*Sc*— 0̂  ̂had Training in Ind.A*
0% had Training in Soc.Sc*
2, or Taught Ind.A. & Com — had Training in Ind.A* 
100^ had Training in Cgsk*
2, or Taught Ind.A* & Ph.Ed*-— 0;e had Training in Ind.A*
0^ had Training in ih*Sd*
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TAOLü» V """"'I— Cons oXÎ.̂  &tfed 
nOKS teOROKICS TMCÇmS» CCCCIRATIORS ADD TIUIDIDG
E6ad tûbl« thust 2 te&dtiers, or 25^ of all tlie Hcksô tconoiaîci 
teacî^r»# & ccaschination of ücce Economies and Social
Sclôiwe* 0)i6 of this 25î£ wbo taught a ccarîblnatioa of îîoîa© Econ- 
Oîslcs anC Social Science îmd a college major or minor In Home 
Economics end 100> had a college major or minor in Social Sci­
ence* ** Training in IIoRe Eccmomlcs** In the table bclcw Indicate a 
a college major or minor In that subject. Otiusr subjects are 
read In & similar manner#
2, or 25^, Taught Homo He* & Soc*Sc*— 0;w hid. Training in Hœ-e Ec#
100^ had Training in Soc.So#
2, or 25^0 Taught Eome Ec# & Sol#— — had Training in Ea^e He#
0^ had Training in Sol*
2, or 25^, Taught Hoaio Sc# & Com*-— — 0> had Tï*aînîng In Emr̂ e Kc*
OÇi had Training in Com#
2# or 25a , Taught Seme -̂-c# & Ph# Ed*— had Training In Horae He#
0% had Training In Ph. Sd#
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COmiERCE T2ACŒI15, C013IÎÎ.1TÎOS3 MID TRAIBDTQ
Bead table tbusj 2 teacher#, or of all tlie Cosisssrc© teach# 
era, tou^it mothluG but Coaaerce* 0% of tMs hiAd a college 
îsajor or mlmr In Ccmmerce# 800 teecbers, or 21^ of all t W  
Ccpmrce teacher®, taught a combination of CcKræeroo and Snglish, 
ôî of thî® 21^ %ho taught a caabîmtîon of Coawerce end English 
bad a major or minor in CoCTzcrce, and 55> he.d a major or minor 
In SïV’lîaîi* **Tralnl% In Ccsmaerc-e** In the table below indicates 
a colie re major cr minor In that siâjject* All other subjects 
are road in a similar manner#
■ 2, or 1^» Taught Cosmzerce Alone—— OJ# imd Training in Com.
200, or S^%, Taught C<%&# h — 6;̂  had Training In Coca.
ZZ% had Training in Kng*
118, or IZ^, Tou^it Com# & had Training In Com* 
£4:1 had Training ha Kath#
254, or 25^, Taught Com* & Soe.Sc.— «-9:1* had Training in Com*
4£/t had Training In Soc.Sc*
144, or 15/:, Taught Cw# & Sol*#— had Training In'Cor.* 17^ bad Training In Sci.
4, or Taught Coe* h latin—*#«— 0^ had Training In Ccbs# OjA had Training In Latin
2, or Taught Qmi* & Ind.A.##100;C bad Training in Com* 0/» had Training In Ind.A.
2, or if-9 Taught Com. & Home Lo.—*0̂  had. Training in Cw#had Training Izi Home Ec.
36, or Taught Com# & Agri.—— 11;̂  had Training In Com* 0:̂  had Training in Agrl*
50, or 5:̂ # Taught Com# h Muelo— — nX had Training in Com* 23X had Training in BHislc
144, or 15):, Tauĝ it Cam* 6 fh.Ed.~—7X had Training In Com.iX had Training in Ph* Ed.
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TA3LE V X— w«»«ii«.«»C0n.solldL&te<3.
AGRICUUmS (TEASISns, COmHlATICKS AED TRAHIIRG
Head table thusi 48 teachers * or 18'l of all tb© Agriculture 
teecbera# taught # cc^btnfitloa of Agriculture and English* 0  
of this 18;̂  lèio ta%ht a combination of Agriculture end English
had a college major or %lnor In Agriculture and 2 0  had a col«»
lege major or minor In Enî lish* ^Training in A.griculturê  In 
tho table below indicates a college major or miner In that sub­
ject» All other subjects are read in a similar meimer*
48, or Taught Agrl* & Eng*-— — 4^ liad Training in Agri*
21j» had Training In En^>
40, or 15^, Taught Agri* & l-ath*— — 5^ had Training lu Agri.
15^ had Training in Itath#
70, or 2C;̂ , Taught Agrl» & Soc*Sc*— 53̂ had Training in Agri*
2 0 had Training in £oc*Sc*
. 28, or 11/-, Tauglit Agrl* & 8ci*— — 7;| had Training in Agrl*
28> had Training In Sci*
56, or 14;̂ , Taught Agrl* & Com.— — 0^ had Training in Agri*
llj& had Training in Coke*
8, or Taught Arrl* & huslc*— — O;* had Training In Agrl#
25>, had Training in Kusic
64, or 16^, Taurht Arrl* à fh.Ed*— 6;̂  had Training in Agrl.
0"̂ had Training In fix*Éd*
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TABU: -Conaolid at edm s  10 TEACZms, COmniATICKS Aim TRAIEII'O
Eead table thua: 0 teachers, or 4S of all the Kusîc teachers
tau^t nothing but î̂ usic* 2£>% of this 4^ hkd a college major 
or minor in m@lc# CO teachers, or 24j2 of all tho Susie teach­
ers, taught a combinat!m  of Music and Ingllch, 27% of this
who taught a combination of Music and hngUsh, had a college 
major or minor In, Music and had a college major or minor in 
Inglish# "Training in Music" in the table below indicates a 
collogo major or minor in that subject* All other eubjecte are 
read in a similar manner*
6, or 4^, Taught
eo. or 24)K, Taught
13, or T&u^it
50, or 20 Taught
20, or Taught
2. cr Taught
2, or Taught
50, or 20%̂ Tau#it
8, or TfiU£̂ it
88, or 11:̂ # Taught
had
had
«,//? had
27^
-II^
11^
16^
40^
-,20̂
lo;C
OjC
■— O'ls
-2s;̂  
0^
— 14̂ : 
7^
had
had
had
had
had
bad
had
Imd
had
had
bad
had
had
had
had
bad
Training in Music
Training
Training
in
in
Music
hag*
Training
Training
In
In
Music
Math*
Training
Training
in
in
Music
Moc»Sc«
Training
Training
In
la
busl c
wCi#
Training
Training
in
in
Music 
hat in
Training
Training
in
in
Musi 0 
b.Lang*
Training
Training
la
in
Music
Gee?#
Training 
Tr& ining
in
in
Music
Agri.
Training
Training
in
in
Music 
 ̂b * 2d*
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table YX—1^— ûted 
riB R IC A I, ZIKJCATICE T2ACH2:3, COtBLEATLCZIB ABD TÀAI23IG
Head table thuas 2 to&ohere, or of all the Physical Educa­
tion teachers, t&u^it nothing but Physical Education. 100;I of 
tills i% had a college xmjor or minor In Physical Education^ 72 
teachers, or !(%% of all the Pîiyaical Education tesiclicra, taught 
a carhiaatlon of Physical Education and English. 6;̂ of this 10^ 
vho taught a cca-binatlon of Physical Education and English had 
a college major or minor In Physical Education, and 50% bad a 
major or minor In English* "Training in Physical Education" In 
the table below Indicates a college majca' or minor In that sub­
ject* All Other subjects are read in a similar manner*
2g or -t̂ g Tau^it fh* Ed. alone— 100% had Training in Ph. Ed.
72, or 10%, Taught Ph* Ed. à En-.— — 6% had Training in Pli.Sd.
50% had Training in Eng.
BUght Ph. Ed* & Eath.— 6% bad Training In Ph.Ed.
15% bad Training In Kath.
augjit PPs* Ed. & Soc .Sc*— 2% had Training in Ph.Ed.
59% had Training in Soc.Sc.
aught Fb. Ed. à Sci*— 2% Imd Training in Fh.Ed*
57% had Training in Sci.
au^t Ph. Ed. & î&*Laîig*-0% had Training in Ph.Ed#
50% bad Training in I.Lang.
aught Ph. Ed* & Ind.A.— 0% bad Training In Ph.Ed.
0% bad Training in Ind.A.
aught Ph. Ed, & IIc0toEc.-@% had Training. In Eh.Ed.
0% bad Training In EomcEc*
cairbt Ph. Ed. & Com.— 4% had Training In Ph.Ed.
7> bad Training In Com.
-h:.
,
lOQ, or 16K.
194, or •Zt%.
126, or ra%.
4, or
2, or a .
2, or
144, or 20%,
54, or 5%,
20, or 4%,
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TA3LK Classlflsd
I2:GLinH Tî CKLlIIS* COdl^ATimS AKD T%&IKD:G
Eead table thusî 154 teachers, or Z2% of all Kngllah teach-» 
era, taught nothing but Kngllah* lOO;:̂ of this 52^ litid a col­
lege aiajor or $:lnor in English* 25 te&clters or 5 ^  of all 
ïïngllfih teachers, tau^it a combination of English miC Eathcm&t* 
los# 09^ of this 5^^ who tau^it a cwibination of iliglisli and 
liathcmatics had a mjor or minor in hngllaii, while 55,'̂ had a 
major or minor in l:athen&ticm* "Training in English" etc* hi 
the table below indicates a college major or minor in that 
subject* All other subjects are r^&û In & similar manner#
154, or 52^, Tau^t English onl7*™»100;^ had Training In Ihg#
25, or 5*5^, Taught Eng# & Itath*— — 69'f hs
G5^ hf
— 79^ hsS3K?̂ V*>74, or Tau^t Eng# & Soc*Cc
20, cr 5::, Taught Eng# & Sci#-— *
50, or 7^#Taught Eng# Ù Latin—
20, or 5^, Taught 32ng# il If# Lang
16, or 4^# Taught En^# à HcmeEc
I
44, or lO.iJi, Tauglit Eng# 6 Cost, 
2, or #5̂ , Taught & Agri.
I
i
Training
Training
in
in
Lng#
Kath#
Training
Training
in
In
Eng# 
Soc.Sc#
Training
Training
in
in
Eng#
Sci.
Training
Training
In
in
£ng#
Latin
Training
Training
in
in
Eng#
K.Lang.
Training
Training
in
in
Eng#
HoïïteEc#
Training
Training
in
in
Eng.
Com*
Training
Training
in
in
Lng#
Agri.
Training
Training
in
in
Eng.
I'usic
Training
Training
in
in
Eng.
Fh.M*
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TA3L3 CXis.sair'icdi
KATZzmrics Tmcasas* ccm:niATioD3 ATS TRAimno
Eo&d tabla tîmst 49 taacîiero, or l&% of all tathom&tlcs teach­
ers » taught nothlEKg but Katbcraetlcs* 00^ of this IG;:# had a 
collecte major or minor In Eatheumtics* 25 teadiers, or 
• of all the Eathemtlca teachers, tauÿit & combination of îiathe- 
Bsatics and Sngliah# of this 7*5>& who taught a conblnatlon 
of Eathcmtica and English had a major or minor in E&themxtlcs 
and 69^ had a major or minor in English# “Training in r.athe- 
matles" etc* In the table below indicates a college major or 
minor la that sia*ject. All other subjects are read in a simil­
ar manner*
49, or lOjf, Tau#it Kath* only— — — 3,* Imd Training In rath*
25, or 7*5/̂ ,Taught Kath & Eng*— 53^ bad Tral-lng in lath*
Isad Training in Eng*
47, OP 15^, Taught Kath* & £oe*Sc«-4L̂  had Training in Kath*
S4;l had Training in Soc*Sc*
101, CP 3 2 . Taught Kath* & Sci*— 68;̂  had Training in lath*
84^ had Training in Sci*
7, or 2%,- Taught Kath* & Latin— 24;̂  had Training in Kath.
2SX bad Training in Latin
6, or £>, Taught Kath* & lt*Laî̂ *-£6X had Training in Kath*
59^ had Training in K.Lang*
4, or 1 ,̂ Taught Kath* & Ind*A*-3Sj* had Training in Kath*
33^ had Training In Ind.A*
47, or 15#, Taught Kath* & Com.— 53# had Training in lath*
12# had Training in Com*
4, or 1#, Taught Kath* & Agrl*— 22# had Training in Kath*44# had Training in Igrl*
IS, or 4#, Taught Kath* & Kuslc— 58# had Training in Kath,
67# had Training in Eusic
11, or 4#, Taught Kath. & Ph.Ed*-84# had Training in lath.0# had Training in fh.Ed*
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TABLE «-All Clûftsiflecl
SOCIAL SCI2:IC2 TEACHEBS, C0%33IATICHS A::D TRAILING
Read table thus; 107 teachers# or 24^ of all Social Science 
teachers# taught nothing but Social Science, Sl^ of this 24> 
had a college major or minor la Social Science, 74 teacliers, 
or 17a of all the Social Science tcacîicrs, taught a ccê blna-* 
tlon of Social Science and English# 84a of tSiia 17a «"ho taught 
a combination of Sccij&l Science epd English had a college major 
or minor In Social Science* 79Çt had a major or minor in Eng­
lish* “Training la Social Science" etc* in the table bolow 
indicates & college major or minor In th&.t subject. All other 
subjects are read in a similar manner#
107,
74,
or
or
24^,
17;̂ ,
Taught
Taught
47, or lC#Ê ,Taugh'
62, or 12^, Taught
n, or 2.5^,Taught
11, or 2,5^,Taught
5, or Taught
8# or 2^, Taught
72, or 15^, Taugfcit
s. or #6jZ, Taught
SI, or 7^# Tmight
21, or Taught
-34a had Training in Soc,Sc, 
79py imd Training In Lng.
"71̂  had Training In Soc*Sc* 
41a had Training In hath*
-S6;| had Training In Soc,Sc* 
54^ had Training In Cel*
-SS/t }:;ad Training in Soc,Sc, 
had Training in Latih
•51a bad Training in Soc*Sc, 
70a had Training in X,Lang#
,50̂  had Training in Soc,Sc, 
SOa had Training in Ind,A*
*75a had Training in Soc,Sc# 
44;t had Training In home Ec#
-82;̂  had Training in Soc,Sc*
20a Training in Cess,
*S3a Imd Training in Soc*Sa, 
Of̂  had Training in Agri#
«79a h&C Training in Soc,Sc. 
yije had Training In Euslc
*£7a had Training in Soc*Sc, 
54a bad Training in Ph, Ld*
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TAIÏIZZ VII—cl— ■»w« . j ^ X l  Classiri6-d 
^CIZ::CS TlL&ŒZms, CŒDIÜ^TIOÜS AIID TR A IK im%J
Read table tbusi 74 teacher», or 1 #  of all tho Selene© teach­
ers, tfîttght nothing but Science* of this -10;̂  had a col­
lege a&jor or seiner In Science. 20 teachers, or of all the 
Science teachers, tau^t a combination of Science and English* 
of this 5^ trlio taught a combination of Solmoe and English 
had a college ^ajor or in’nor In Science end 61% had a major or 
minor la English. "Training In Science® etc* In the table be­
low Indicates a college major or stlnor In Science# All other 
tables are read la a similar manner*
74, or 19^, Taught Science only— — had Training in Science
.20, or 6%, Taught Sol* & Eng*— — 81> had Training In Sci*
■ 67;̂  bad Training In Eng.
101, or 26;̂ , Taught Sci* & Math.— — had Training in Sci*
GSJv bad Training In hath.
52, or 15^, Taught Sci* k Soc.Sc*— S4/Ü had Training in Sci*
62;® had Training In Soc.Sc*
5, or Taught Sol* k I*tln— 27;̂  bad Training In Sci. ■
had Training In Latin
7, or 2;*, Taught Sol* & M.Lai5g.— 100> had Training in Sol*56> had Training la
14, or 4.%,. Taught Sci* & Ind.A,— 02,C had Training In Sci*had Training In Ind.*A*
25, ’or 6jk, Taught Sci* & Ease Ec*--62;̂  had Training in Sci.
65)C had Training In Eosse ĉ,
13, or A$r Taufht Sci* & Muclc— 62?f bad Training in Sci*6i>> bad Training In Music
17, or Taught Sci. h Ph.Ed*— 75:̂  bad Training la Sol*12;* bad Training In PIu Ed*
53, or 10;̂ , Taught Sol* U Ctm.— bad Training In Sci.25,2 had Training in C-rx*
21, or 6|, Taught Sol* & Agri*— S?;' bad Training in Sci.45;̂ bad Training in Agri*
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TA3LE V I Î - « --------- Classified
LATIX TZAOIiaS* CC13IiaT10ZIS M Z  TIîAIEIEG
Read table tbusî 7 teachers, or 10,̂  of all the Latin teachers, 
taught nothing but Latin* 67% of this 10% had a college rmjor 
or üJLnor in Latin* 50 teachers, or 42% of all fclie Latin touch­
ers, taught a coabination of Latin and Lngllah* 70% of this 42% 
who taught ft coîrbination of Latin and English had a college 
major or minor In Latin, and 94% had. a college najor or minor in 
anglieh* **Training, in Latin** etc* in the table below indicates 
ft college major or minor in Latin* All other subjects are read 
In ft similar manner#
7, or 10%, Taught 
50, or 42%, Tau^t
Latin
Latin
only— — — 67% had Training in Latin 
& Lng#— 70% had
94% Imd
Training
Training
7, or 1C%, Taught Latin 
11, or 15%, Taught î̂ atin 
5, or 7%, Taught Latin 
4, or 6%, Taugiit Latin
4, or 6%, Taught Latin
5, or 4%, Taught Latin
.JO;: had 
24% had
T'raining
Training
à Soe*3c#— 57/1 had Training
raining53% bad
& Sci*— — 27% hftd Training 
27% Imd Training
L K*Lang4 
& Con»— * 
& Ihisic—
.07% had 
67% had
*50% Imd 
17% hftd
*50% had 
50% had
Training
Training
Training
Training
Training
Training
in Latin 
in Eng*
in Latin 
in Eath#
in Latin 
in Coc*Sc*
in Latin 
in Sci#
in Latin 
in «.*Long*
in Latin 
in Cm#
in Latin 
In Lusic
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E0DL33 LAR0UAG2 TSAGI^RS, 00131%ATI0U3 AKD TFJlIlîIBG
E®ad table tlmsî 7 teacher a, or 11^ of all the Modern Languoee 
teachers# taught nothing but liodern Language* 60;̂  of this li;̂  
had a college major or minor in Kodem Language. CO teachers 
or Zl»5% of all the llodem Language teachers taught a combina­
tion of Modem Language and Engllsb* 54% of this 51.5% who 
taught a combination of Modem Language and Kî rlish had a col­
lege major or minor In Modern Language and 67%'had a college 
major or minor In Kn*.lish* **Training In Modem Language* etc. 
in tho table below Indicates a college major or minor In Modern 
Language#, All otï^r subjects are read In a similar manner.
7# or 11%# Taught E.X-ang# only— — — 60% had Training in L.Lang#
20, or 51.5%#Taught M.Laag* & -54% Imd Training In M.Lang.
67% had Training in Eng.
6# or 9*5%#Taught M.Lang. & Math*— 53% had Training In K.Lang#
56% had Training in Math#
11# or 17%#. Taught M.Lang* & Soc.So*-76% had Training In M#Lang.
51% had Tralnlîig in Soc#Sc.
7# cr 11%# Taught M.Lang* & Sol*— 56% bad Training in M.Lang#
100% had Training in Sci#
■ 4, or 6%, Taught K.Lang# & Latin— 67% bad Training in
67% had Training in Latin
5# or 3%# Taught M#lang. & Coa*-— 2G.| had Training in L.Lang#
0% bad Training In Com.
1# or 1.5%#Taught K.Lang, & teeSc#— 0% bad Training in K.Lang.
0% bad Training In Hor-'cLo#
1, or 1.5%#Taught K.Lanr. & Agrl#— 55% had Training in K.Lanc#0% ïiûd Training in Agri#
1, or l#5%,Taurbt II.Lang# & LuBic— -0% bad Training in L.Lazig#
55% li&d Training in Music
J-I, or 1.6%,Taught M.Lang. & fb.ZXl.— 55% bad Training in M.Lang.
0% bad Trainlnc in fb.Ld.
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TABLE VII—g—w — Claaalfled
INDUSTRIAL ARTS TLAdZRS* C0ÎSIKATI0XÏ3 iUID TRAIN IRC
Read table tbuai 14 te&obera, or 30^ ot all tîï© Industrial Arts 
fcdacliara taught nothing but Industrial Arts. Z>Z% of this 30^ 
bed a college major or minor in Industrial Arts. 4 teachers, or 
9J» of all the Industrial Arts teachers, taught & combination of 
Industrial Arts and KathsAatloa. of this 9;t who taught a
combination of Industrial Arts and Mathemtics Imd a college 
r&Jor or minor In Industrial Arts, emd S3;‘« bad a major or minor 
in Vathematlca. “Training in Industrial Arts" etc, in the table 
below indicates a college major or minor in that subject. All 
other subjects are read in the sasie waj<
14, or 30f«, Taugjit 
4, or 9^, Taught
Ind.A. 
Ind.A#
5g or 11^, Taught Ind.A. 
14, or 30^, Taught Ind.A,
4, or 9^, Taught Ind#A. 
2, or 4/s, Taught lnd.A,
5, or 7^, Taught lnd#A.
only- »33jA Imd Training in Irul*A,
& had
83:̂  had
Ù Soc.Sc.-SÔ t îiftd 
S0;5 had
& Sci*
£: Com. 
à liUsiC'
39;̂ had 
82;: Imd
— 50^ bad 50;̂ had
had 
G7^ had
Ù Pii.iXd.— 50/̂  had 
35:a had
Training
Training
Training
Training
Training
Training
Training
Training
Training
Training
Training
Training
in Ind.A# 
in hath*
in Ind.A, 
in Soc,Sc*
in Ind.A* 
in Sci.
in XncX.A. 
in Com*
in Ind.A# 
in liiisic
in Ind.A. 
in Ph.Hd.
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TAELE Classified
SOKS ECOZfOKICS TZZACKBIS^ COKDI^ATIONS AED TRAHTmO
Read table tlmas 51 teaeWra, or S4Ĵ  of all the Home EcohokiIcs 
teachers, taught nothing but home Sconoielcs# ZZ^ of this 54^ 
had a college îsajor or minor in Come Econosnlca• 16 teachers,
or 18;» of all the Hcoe Coonodcs teachers, taught a combination 
of Home Econcdca and H%llah* 50“' of this 18> tho taught a 
combination of Come Economics and English had a college ra jw 
or minor In Come Ec<mcsnîcs* had a college major or minor
in English* “Training In CoGC Kconomlcs** In the table below 
Indicates a college major or minor In that subject. All other 
subjects are i%ad in # similar manner#
51, or ZiSp Taught îîœit© 2c# only— 53;̂  had Training In Come He.
16, or 18;̂ , Taught Home He* & Bng#-̂ 50iu had Training in Eosr.e Kc.
65^ had Training In Eng.
8, or 9̂ , Taught Home ^c* & 8oc#&##44;$ had Training in Home Ec#
*F5% had Training In Soc.Sc.
25. or 28̂ ;# TauHit Eooe ̂ c# 6 Sci.— 65)̂  had Training in Kooje Ec*€2^ had Training in Sci*
1, or 1^, Taught Home ̂ o. 6i had Training In Hoes Ec#
OJv had Training in M.Iang#
€, or 7%, Taught Home He# & C0m#*--5O:̂  bad Training in Hœe Ec.
had Training In Com#
1, cr If. Taught Ease He#, & Stusio— 0,̂ had Training in Eomne Eo#
bad Training in Huslc
2, or 2f. Taught Horns % #  & rh.Ed#*53^had Training in Ewe Sc.O:̂  bad Training in Ph. Ed#
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TABIiIS •»•»— »«w»AXl Clasciflcd
C0KZ:22CZ T^ACECnS* CCK3IHATI0N3 ADD TRAIDIBO
Read table thiiei 79 teaeliers or 24!« of all CoJtsserc© teacher a, 
taught nothing but Commerce# 7B^ of thia 24^ had a college 
major or minor In Jogmcree# 44 toacliers, or 15^ of all the 
Ccffiuseroo teacher© tan^t a ccæiblmtXon of Cojaneroe and English. 
20/j of thia 15^ who taught a combination of Commerce and Eng­
lish' had a college major or minor in Ccroierce, end 78jj had a 
major cr minor in hngllsh* "Training in Cossmerce® in tho 
table below Indicates a college major or minor in Coœorce* 
ill ottor subjects are read in a similar locnnor#
79, or 24?,
44, or IS^,
47, or Itf,
72, or 22^,
53, or 12^,
4, or l^s
5, or S^,
4, or 1^,
6, or 2?.
e. or 2-^
16, or
10, or sÿ.
had Training in Gem#
— 20^ had Training in Dorn# 
7G> had Training in hng#
— 18̂ 3 Imd Training In Ccaa# 
7Z'jl- had Training In hath#
"2% had Training in Con,
B2;i had Training In doc#Sc,
— 25;̂  had Training in Com#
70}* had Training in Sci#
— 17> had Training in Ccm* 
60:* had Training in Latin
— 0}̂  had Training in Com#
2Ô'/- had Training in E.Leng*
— 5C:* had Training la Cos».#
60^ had Training in Ind.A*
— 8;:r had Training, in Ccer,
had Training in Home Ec,
•3̂ had Training in Com.
42^ had Training in Agri.
-17;» had Training in Com*64;v had Training in ituaic.
-72/» had Training in Ccc.
67^ had Training In Th.Ld#
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TABLE Vn-j-*— "All Claaalfied
A03ICm.TD22 TEACZZaS, COOI%A?IOB5 AKD T^AISHIO
Road table thua» 22 t&aehere ̂ or S<3̂  of all the A^rlculture 
te&ohora# twcht %othl%% hut Agriculture* 7> of thia hod 
0 college major or minor la Agriculture* 2 teaohere, w  £;« of 
all the Agriculture teachers taught a combination of Agri­
culture and English* 0;L of this Z% «ho taught a casblnatlon 
of Agriculture and English had a college major or minor In 
Agriculture aixl bad a major or minor In English* "Training 
in Agriculture" In the table below Indicates a college major 
w  minor in Agriculture* All other &u 
similar manner*
22, or ZOp, Tau^t Agriculture alone— 7^ had
2, or Z%, Taught Agrl # 6 .Q,̂ had
£3^ had
4, or 7jw* Taught Agri* & X̂ ath*— 44J* had
22;:: bad
5, cr 5*5/9,Tax^ht Agrl* & £oc*3c»— 0,̂  had
33T» had
21, or 54^, Taught Agri# & Sol *— — — 43;̂  had80^ had
1, or 1*5^,Taught Agrl# & E.t«ang*— 0/& had£5> bad
6, or 10;̂ » Taufjh-t Agrl* & Coe*— — 42;» had8:* bad
1, or Taught Agri. ù Kualc— 33^ had0;̂  bad
1, or 1*5̂ *, Taught Agrl* & ?h*Ed#— had
0;f had
are read in a
Training in Agri *
Training
Training
In
in
Agri*
r.ng*
Training
Training
In
in
/igri •
Kath.
Training
Training
in
in
Agri.
«.)OC # Sc *
Training
Training
in
in
Agri*
Sol.
TrainingTraining
in
in
Agri*
XULang.
Training
Training
in
in
Agri.
vOm*
Training
Training
in
in
Agri.
lUsic
Training
Training
in
in
Agri*
Fh.Kd.
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TAÎîLS VII— All •J'lasoiri©*! 
KUSIO T2AGH1:RS, COKBIUATICITS AUD T:1M3I3S
He&d tûblô thuas 23 teachers, or 15î  of all the rxisîc teachers 
nothing but luslc* Ql% of this 15̂  ̂had a college mjor 
or nînor. la Music* 44 Teachers or 2S# of sll the Music teachers 
taught a co3îbin&tion of lâislo miû English» 76:« of this 25;i «rbo
tau^t ft combination of l^sic and Mziglls}: Imd a college major
or minor In Music and B2% had a college major or minor In Lag*
liflh# "Training In Music" in the table below Indicates a col­
lege major or minor in that subject* All other subjects ere 
read in a similar manner*
23, or 15^, Taught Music only— — — had Training In Music
44, or 25,V, Taught Music & Eng*— — 76?? had Training in I:*U8lo
82> had Training in 2ng*
13, or 8*5>,Taught tiucic & had Training in l̂ isic
50^ had Tralni% in Math*
31, or 20;C, Taught Music & Soc*Oc*— 70> had Training in Music
60;y Imd Training in Soc*Sc*
16, ov 10*6;!̂ ,Taught Music & Sci*— —61^ Imd Tralulrtg in ÏîugIc
47/s had Training In Sci*
3, or 2^, Tau^it Music & latin— 50;̂  had Training In male
50/' bad Training in latin
■33̂
Qfi had Training in M.Lang,
1, or 1̂ , Taught 6; K.Lang.— 3 :  had Training in I^aio
2, or 2*5;l,Taught Music & Ind*A*— 67f had Training In Music
0% had Training in Ind.A*
1, or T&u^it Music & Ham© Lc.— Oi had Training in Music
0;a had Training In Han’.e Ec<
16, or IG.sCTauMït Music & Com*----G4< had Training in Music
3G> had Training In Cora.
1, or ifu, Taugbt Music & Arrl.— had Training In Music
33^ had Training in Agri*
4, or 3̂ , Taught Music & Fh*. Ed*— 0^ bad Training in MusieÔt bad Training In Th* Eo*
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TASLE Classified
nrrCICAL £UJCATï(3Î TEACÜSIIS, COKBUÏATICÎÎS AKÛ TRXIUISO
Read table thus# 24 teacher»# or 2Z.5^ of all the Fhyslcal Sd* 
ticatico teachers# taught nothing hut Physical Education. Zl% 
of this 2Z*&% had a college major or minor In Physical Educa­
tion. C teachers or 8^ of all the Physical Education teachers,
taught a combination of Physical Education and English. V7% of
this B% aho taught a oceshlnation of Physical Education and Eng- 
llsh had a college major or minor In Physical Educ&t Ion and 
67;̂ Imd a major or minor in English* ^Training in Physical 
Education" in the table bel ou Indicate» a college major or min­
or in that subject* All other subjects are read in a similar 
mnner*
24#,or 23*5^# Taught Fh* Ed* only— — 67^ had Training in Ph.Ed.
6# or 8^# Tau^t Ph. Ed# & Eng.— 17^ had Training in Ph.Ed*
G7/U had Training in Eng*
11, or 10.8#, Taught Fh.Ed. & Kath*— 0^ had Training in Ph.Ed.
84> had Training in Eafch*
21# or 20.5Ji,Taught Ph.Sd. & Soc*Sc*CO^ had Training in Ph.Ed.
100% bad Training in Soc .Sc.
17# or 16.Ĝ # Taught ih.Ed* & Sci.— 15^ bad Training in Ph.Ed.
73/S had Training in Eel.
k E.Xmng.— had Training in Ph.Id.
S5;t had I'ralning in E.Eang*
k Ind.A.— 35:̂  had Training In Ph.Ed*
B0% had Training In Ind.A.
Ei HomoEc.— Ï3/& had Training in Ph.Ed*
Z>t% had Training in Eok-o Ec,
& Ccmi.— had Training in Ph.Ed*
72/̂  had Training In Com*
I, or 1^* Tau^t Ph*2d
5# or Tau^it Ph.Ed
2. or r̂i¥ Tau()it Ph.Ed
10, or loXf T&u^t Ph*Ed
1, or 1^, Taught Ph.Ed
4# or 4;;:# Taugjit Ph.Ed
0> had Training in Agri,
0/i had Training in Euslc
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TABLE V % Schools 
EKGLISH TLACÎ2S1S, CœBIÎÎÂTICÎÎS AHD TIUIHIHG
Read tablo thua? 142 teacîiers, or 10*5^ of all the En^liah 
teachers, taught nothing but Engllah. of this 10*6^ bad
a colleg® major or minor In Encllab* 141 teaciiers, or 10*6^ 
of all the litiillah teachers, taught a combination of English 
and llathematica* 59i« of thia 10,5^ who taught a combination 
of English and Eatbematlcs, had a college major or minor in 
English, ah lie 45^ had a college major or minor In I'athemat- 
iea* “Training in English” etc. in the table below indicates 
ft college major or minor in that subject* All otîier subjects 
are read in a similar manner.
142, or 1 0 . Taught English only— had Training 
1411 or 10.5a,Taught Eng. ^ Eabh.— BS^ ̂ d  Training
344,
156,
40,
■23,
16,
244,
50,
104,
80,
4S> had Training
or 26>, Taught Jîng. é Soc .Sc.— 67a bad Training
74^ had Training
or 11>, Taugîit Eng. à Soi,--'. •55> had Training 
67A had Training
or 3'a, Tau#it Eng* & Latin-— OSa had Training
50a had Training
or 2a, Tau^it Eng. à K.Lang.— 56;̂  had Training
40a had Training
or Taught & Koctc'Ec.— 41a had Training
25>t had Training
or 10^, Taught Eng. & Com*— 67^ had Training17a had Training
or 4a, Taught Eng. à Agri 
or Tau^t E n g .  à r.xislo
•30a had Training 
lA Imd Training
75a had Training 
59a had Training
or 6,1, TauM-it Eng. & Ph.Ed.— 65^ had Training14:: had Training
in Eng.
in Eng.
In Kath.
in Eng*
In Soc.Sc.
in lag#
in Sci.
InEng.
in Latin
In Eng.
in K.L&ng.
In Eng.
la Eom© Ec
in Eng.
In Cora.
la Eng*
in Agri .
in Eng#
in JkUsIc
in Eng.
in ib.Ed.
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TABLE VIII— Schools 
KATilEimTICS TMOIERS, CCmiSATïOSS AIID THAIBISG
Road table thust 40 teachers, or of all the ratbematlcs 
teachers taught nothing but hatheissatlcs* 6S;̂  of this had 
a college major or minor la Kathommtlcs# 141 teachers, or 
14*5;̂  of all the mathewatloa te&cliers, taught a cotsblaatioa of 
Eathemtlcs and English. 43;f of this 14.5? who taught a combin­
ation of Mathematics and English had a college major or minor 
la Eatliematlcs and 62? had a major or minor In Kngll^. T̂rain- 
lag in Mathesmtlcs** etc. In the table below Indicates a college 
major or minor in that subject. All otlier subjects are road 
in a similar manner#
43, or Tau^t Mathem&t les only-—^0? had
141, or 14.5?,Taught K&thit> & 2ng! had 62? had
195, or 20?, Tau^t Math. & Soc.So.—— »55? had 
75? had
205, or 21?, Taught Math. & .Sel*— — —— 55? had 75? had
11# or 1?# T&i^ht Math# & Latin— «— IS? had 22? had
10, or 1?, Taught Math# & M.Lang.-— 42? had 20? had
4, or .5?, Taught Eath . & Xnd.A.—— 65? had 25? had
165, cr 17?, Tau^t Math# & CcE9..’— *— ■—46? liad 10? had
44, or Taught Math. & Agri .—— — 21? had 55? had
51, or S?, Taught Math# & Music— -«47? had 53? had
119, or 12?, Taught Math# & Ph.Ed.-— 67? had 2? had
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TADLîS Sch.ools
SOCIAL SCIEÏÏCS T2ACLERS, COIT.I2ÎATIOÎI3 AIID THAIRHIG
Read table tîmss 111 teachers, or 7% of all the Social Science 
teachers, taught nothing but Social Science* 8i;@ of this 7^ 
had a college smjor or minor In Social Science. S44 teachers, 
OP 21^ of all the Social Science teachers, taught a combination 
of Social Science and Lngllaii# 73̂ 5 of this 21% «ho taught a 
coablnatlon of Social Science end Kngllsh had a college major 
or minor In Social Science and &7% had a major or miner In 
English# “training in Social Science" etc. in fôï.e table below 
Indicate» a college major or minor in that subject. All other 
subjects are read In a similar mamor.
Ill,
514,
or
or
’ri,
21^,
Taugjit
Taught
Soc.Sc
Soc.Sc
175, or IZ%. Tau#.it Soc.Sc
226, or Xi^0 Tau^t Soc.Sc
13, or X̂ . Taught Soc.Sc
17, or 1̂ , Taught Soc.Sc
7, or .5̂ , Taught Soc.Sc
10, or .S;î,Ï6U£jlt Soc.Sc.
306, or 19^, Taught Soc.Sc
73, or 9%, Taught Soc. S
01, or Taught Soc.Sc
215, or Taught Soc.Sc
67/, had Training in Ilag.
had Training in Soc.Sc. 
had Training in I'afch*
•77% had Training in Soc.Sc* 
51;» had Training in Scl#
-30jo had Training in Soc.Sc. 
43^ had Training in Latin
*4l7% had Training in Soc.Sc# 
&7% had Training in M.Lang*
r^% had Training in Soc.Sc# 
had Training in Ind.A.
r81î« had Training in Soc.Sc* 
ZZ% had Training In Homo Ec*
-75^ had Training in Soc.Sc. 
ZZ% iiad Training In Com.
^Z% liad Training In Soc.Sc* 
1/Î had Training in Agrl.
-70^ had Training in Soc.Sc. 
55^ had Training in i'uolc
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TA3LS Ef^OOlS
SCIENCE TEACHEilS, COiSIKATIOliS AED TIÎAIÎÎÏ2?G
Eead table thuei 74 teachere, or Tj> or all the Science teacîiers, 
taught nothing but Science, 07;# of thie had a college major 
OP minor In Science, 156 teachers, or 14ĵ  of all the Science 
teachers, taught a combination of Science and English. 64^ of 
tills 14;» #ho taught a combination of Science and English had a 
college major or minor in Science end 55^ Imd a major or minor 
iB English, ’'Tralnlr^ la Science" etc# In the table below Icdl- 
catoa a college major or minor In that subject. All otlier sub­
jects are read la a similar manner*
74, or îaugiit Science only— — 67/̂  had Training in Scl.
acaoB
'ti.
156, or 14^,
205, or 13JÎ.
226, or X'Sf,
11, or li.
11, or x%.
14, or
27, or 2^,
56, or VA»
145, or 13^,
182, or 16;:,
43, or 4 ,̂
55^ had Training in
'72M had Training in Scl#
55;l had Training In Hath.
•5l;t had Training in Scl#
53^ had Training in Soc.Sc#
•20;̂  had Training in Scl*
20;l had Training in Latin
#75^ bad Training in Scl*
Z4t% had Training in h.Lang*
"61/0 had lYainlag in Scl*
20^ bad Training in Ind.A#
#47̂  had Training; In Scl.
49^ had '̂ raining in Borne Ec,
-49;C had Training in Scl#
51^ bad Training in l^sio
•56a bad Training In Scl* 
10;C bad Training in Com#
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TASr^ VZ11 Scîlools
LATia TEACnmiS, COKSHTATIOnS A:ID TRAiaiEG
Road table tliuss 7 teachers# or 6,5^ of all the latin teachers 
tasî ht nothing but Latin* 50;̂  of this 6*5^ had a,college major 
or minor in Latin* 40 teachers or ZS% of all the Latin^teach- 
era taught a coî blnation of Latin and Lngllsh. 5B% of this 58/ 
wlio taught a combination of Latin and Snglish iiad a college 
rajor or minor in la tin end 8G> had a major or minor in English, 
•Training in Latin" etc* in the table bsiow indicates & college 
rajor or minor in that subject. All other subjects are road in 
a similar maimer.
7# or C*Zpf Taujÿît Latin only- 
40# or 28/# Taught Latin & Ehg*
had
68ĵ  bod 
GG;;̂ had
Training in Latin
Training
Training
11# or 10*5/#Taught Latin à hath*-— '22/ had Training
Training18;̂  had
10, or 18/1, Taught Latin & Soc.Sc*— 45/ had58^ had
11# or 3jD *8>#T&U4̂ t Latin & Sci.— — 20> had20:2: bad
4# or 4/, Taught • Latin 2. H.Lang»— SO/ had
20% had
• nf
Training
Training
Training
Training
Training
Training
0# or 7*5/,Taught Latin & Com.— SÉT/ had Training
15% had Training
5# or 6%. Taught Latin & 2Aisic— — 80% had Training58% had Training
in Latin 
in Eng#
in Latin 
in Lath*
in Latin 
in Soc.Sc*
in Latin 
in Sol#
in Latin 
in E.Lang#
in Latin
in Coïfi*
in Latin 
in Luaio
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TABU3 Schools
KOCma IJkîîGUAQE TSAdlKRS, C013ÎKATÎ0HS ARD TEâlîîIÎÎO
Head table thus8 7 teacliers# or of all the Modern tanguafe
teachers, taught nothing but Modem language* 46^ of this 8^ 
had a college xmjor or minor in Modem Language, 23 teachers, 
or 50#5% of all the Modern Language teachers, tauglit a ccEiblna- 
tlott of Modem Language and English. 40^ of this 50.5^ 
taught a combination of Modem Language mid English had a col­
lege major or minor in Lngllsh, "Training in Modem Language® 
etc. in the table below indicates a college majca* or minor in 
Modern Language * All ottor subjects are read in a similar man­
ner.
7, or 8^, Tmi^t M.Lang. csily——<*— 45̂ e bad Training in K.Lang.
23, or 50.S;^,Tgnght K.Lang * & Eng
56;f
had
had
Training
Training
in
In
M.L&ng«
ling.
10# or 11^, T&u#it M.Lang* & Math.-^42.!t 42;:
had
had
Training
Training
in
in
M.Lang*
Math.
17, or 10.&:^,Taught K,Lang# tk- Sd&So*— 87;̂  47;:
had
had
Training
Training
in
in
M.Lang.
Soc.Sc#
11, or 12>, Taught %$Lang# & Sc 1 # — 75::
had
had
Training
Training
in
in
K.Lang.Scl.
or Taught M.Lang. & La t in— 50;:so>:
had
had
Training
Training
in
in
M.Lang.
Latin
s. or 5.5^,Taught X«Lang« & CcGC*— — 21;: 0:̂
had
had
Training
Training
in
in
M.Leng.
Cm.
1, or 1^, Taught M.Lang, & DcneEo# —— 0)»o;:
Imd
had
Training
Training
in
in
M.L&ng*
H m ©  Ec
1, or if̂ g Taught M.Lang* & Agrl .— 26^o;:
had
had
Training
I'ralnlns
in
in
K.Lang. 
Agri •
5* or Ẑ lg Tsu^t M.Lang. & Music*— — 0;':hadhad
Training
Training
in
in
M.Lang. 
Music •
8, or 5 *5̂ , Taught M.Lang# t Hî.Bd,— 5S,<o;:
had
had
Training
Training
in
in
M.Lang*
Ph.Ld.
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TABZZ VI11—g-»'»-—«»- «.—<» Schools
mmSTRIAL ARTS TEACHEHS, C01I3ISÂTI0K3 ABD THAIÎSIÎÎG
Read tsLl® thus; 14 toacbers^ or 27% of all the Industrial 
Arts teachers taught nothing but Industrial Arts* 25^ of this 
2*1% bad a college major or minor in Industrial Arts* 4 teachers, 
or 8;# of all the Industrial Arts teachers, taught a combination 
of Industrial Arts and ÎZathomatics* 25^ of this B% who taught 
a cmhinatlon of Industrial Arts and Mathematics bad a college 
mjor or minor in I n d u rial Arts, and ûz% had a major or minor 
In bathomatics* “Training in Industrial Arts“ In the table be­
low indicates a college major or minor In that subject* All 
otMr subjects are read in a similar manner*
u, or 27ÿ, Taught Ind*A* only— **— 2 had Training in Ind.A*
4 or Tau^t Ind.A* & Math.— 26^ hadhad
Training
Training
in
in
Ind.A*
loath*
7# or 13j** Taught Ind*A* & Soo * S c *—2Q% 38:̂
had
had
Training
Training
in
in
Ind.A*
Soo*Gc*
14, or S7%t Tauiÿit Ind.A* & Sol*— Gi;g
had
had
Training
Trd. ning
in
in
Ind.A*
Scl*
6# or Hi, Taught Ind#A* & Ccra*-*-—»50Jfl65:̂
had
had
Training
Training
.in
in
Xnd *Â« 
Ccsffi*
2, or ii. Taught lnd*A* k Music-— 0^ 50^
had
had
Training
Training
in
in
Ind.A*
Music
5, or loi, Taught Ind.A* 28:g
had
had
Training
Training
in
in
2nd* A* 
fh*Zd.
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Eoizs 2Cosvi3cs TLACimaŝ  comin/.TioKS Ai:D ?aA%i:i3G
Eaail tablo thoss 21 toachera, or S2;̂  of all the Hem© Kconoalcs 
teachers, taught nothing but Home Economics» 25^ of this 22;̂  
taû it aothlng hut Home Economics* 16 teachers, or 16;̂  of all 
the Home Eccmcssica teachers tai%ht & coisbination of Home Eccn-» 
mica and English* 22% of this 16% who taught a combination of 
Home Eoornmsica and English bad a college major or minor in 
ïïcasîs Economic & and 41% bad & major or minor in English* “Train­
ing in Home Economics'* In the table below indicates & college 
major or minor in Home Economics* All other subjects are road 
In a similar manner*
51, or 52%, Taught Home 2c« only-*«««— 25% bad Training In Heme Ec*
lâ, or 16%, Tsuf^t Home Ec* & Eng*—*->25% bad Training in Hose Ec*
41% Imd Training In Eng*
10, or 10%, Tauĝ ht Home Ec. & Soc .So-55% bad Training in Some Ec.
B7> bad Training In Soc.Sc*
27, or 20%, Taught Home Sc* & Scl*-— 49,% bad Training la Home Ec*
47% bad Training in Scl*
1, or 1%, Taught Hone l̂ c* & 0% bad Training in Heme Ec.
0% bad Training in H*Lang*
8, or 8%, Taught Home Ec. & Com#— 56% bad Training in Ham© Ec*6% bad Training in Con.
1, or 1%, Taught Home Be. & Huslc— 0% bad Training in Home ^c*
0% bad Training in llualo
4, or 4%, Taught Home Be* & Ph*Ed.-25% had Training in Home Ec*0% bad Training in Ph. Ed#
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TA2L2 VIII-l----------- All Schools
COncaCE TEiVCIISlS, COISIÏÏATIOI:S &1X TMHiHO
Read table thus: 81 teachers, or 6*5^ of all the Commerce
teachers tau^it nothing but Comcrce* 53;* of this had
a college major or minor In Gocmerce# 244 teachers, or 19;̂  of 
all the CofETssrc® teacîiors tau^t a combination of Comerce and 
Englieh# 17^ of thle 19^ isho taught a combination of CcRsraeroe 
and î nglieii had a college major or minor In C&meroe and 67^ 
had a major or minor in English* "Training in Oommerce** in the 
table below Indicates a college major or minor In that subject. 
All other subjects are road In a similar manner*
81, or 6*5g», TaugJb-t Cocsmerce only— — 50^ had Training In Com.
244, or 19^, Taught Com* & Eng.— — —••17̂  ̂had Training in Com*
67^ hmi Training In Eng*
185, or 13^, Taught Cor.* & I’ath.— •— 10}̂  had Training In Cess*
61/5 h&d Training in E&th*
306, or 24^, Tau^it Com* & Soc.Sc.— 23^ had Training In Com.
73^ had Training in Soc.Sc,
182, or 15;*, T&Uf^t Cm:* & Sci 2i;f bad Training in Com
57% had Training In Scl
Q, or 1%, Taught Com* & Latin—— 15% had Training in Ccm:.38% bad Training in Latin
5, or *5%, Taught Cos». & M.Lang.— -0% had Training in Com.21% had Training In K.Lang.
6, or .5%, Taught Ccet, & Ind.A*— 63% had Training In Com.
33% bad Training in Ind.A.
8, or 1%. Taught Com# & Home Ec#— 6% had Training in38% had Training in Hcmso Ec.
42, or 3%, Taught Cogk* & Agri*— *— 9% had Training in Com*31% had Training in Agrl.
56, or 4.5%,Taught Com. & Tuaic— — 15% had Training in Ccms.55% had Training: in Euslc
154, or 12%, Taught Com. à Ph. Ed*--56% had Training In Com.51% liad Training in Ph. 2d.
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TABLE Scâiools
AGRICULTURE TEACHERS, COÎSIÏÏATIOÏÏS ARD TRAîîiîEG
Read table thuai 22 teaobera, or 7% of all the Â rîcultrur© teach­
ers# tau£iit nothing but Agriculture» 5^ of this 7% had a college 
major or minor la Agriculture. 50 teacîsers# or 15^ of all the 
Agriculture teachers# taught a coï?bination of Agriculture and 
English* 1^ of this 15^ who taught a combination of Agriculture 
and English had a major or minor in Agriculture and 30> h&d a 
major or minor in llngllsh. "Training in Agriculture" In the 
table below indicates a college major or minor in Agriculture.
All other subjects are read In a similar manner#
22# or 7%t T&ugiit Agriculture only-— 5^ had Training in Agri. 
50# or 16̂!̂# Ttaight Agrl* & Eng.-
44, or 15.5^#Taught Agrl* & Math
had Training in Agrl. 
SOjw had Training in Eng*
55^ had Training in Agri. 
2,\% had Training in Math*
75# or 22^# Tau^it Agri. & Soc.Sc.— 1;| had Training in Agri.
49# or 15^, Tau^t Agrl. & Sci-
1# or .5$*# Taught Agrl. & M.Lang,
42# OP Taught Agri. & Cok*—— ~
9# or Tau^t Agri* & l.’fuslĉ
55# cr 11^# Taught Agrl* & Ph. £d.-
52> had Training in Soc.Sc*
.54̂  had Training in Agrl* 
73̂  ̂had Training in Scl *
<:% had Training in Agrl. 
25/1 had Training in K.Long.
,31% liad Training In Agrl.
9% had Training in Com.
.25% had Training In Agrl*
6% had Training in Music
— 2% had Training In Akgri. 
0% had Training in Ph. Ed.
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TAJSU3 Schools
KU5I0 TEACm^aS, CC&31%ATI0i;3 A%D TRAIKIBG
Read table thuai 51 teacliors, or Q% of all the Bialo tcaoîiere 
taught nothing but l!uslo« 5G;Z of thla 8^ bad a collage major 
or minor in î̂ ualc* 104 teachers, or 21% of all the Klislc 
teachers# taught a combination of lîustc and Engllaii. 5 9 of 
this 27^ %ho taught a combination of 2£usic end English had a 
major or minor In iîuaic and had a major or minor in English# 
"Training in Euslc* In the table below indicates a college E>ajor 
or minor in that subject* All other tables are read in a simi­
lar manner*
•56̂  had Training in huslc
"59̂  had Training In I'Xislc 
75/e had Training In Eng*
-6Sp bad Training in iusic 
4,1% bad Training in t-ath*
-57;̂  bad Training in Kuslc 
70^ bad Training in Soc.Sc#
-51^ had Training in Music 
49# had Training in Sci*
•SO# bad Training in Music 
50# bad Training in Latin
•25# had Training in Music 
Oyt bad Training in M.Lang#
•50# bad Training in Music 
0# had Training in Ind*A.
--0# had Training in Music 
0# bad Training in home Ec.
-55^ îiad Training in Music 
29# bad Training In Com*
— 6;t had Training in Music 
'25% had Training in Agrl*
S2, or 8%, Taught Music & Pb* Ed.— 4?̂ bad Training in Music
2% had Training In Ph. Ed*
51, or
104, or 27%^
51, or 8:̂ ,
81, or £i;f.
26, or 9:̂ ,
5, or 1#,
3. or 1::»
2, or
1, or .5;̂ ,
56, or 14;̂ ,
9, or
5 :̂
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TABIaÛ VIII— ■— SCliOOlg 
rilKlICAI, EDCG/̂ imi TB-iCIias* CCaSIB/LTIOns AKD TnilKÎ G
Head t&blô tlm«i 26 teaciasra, or 5^ of &11 the Phyalo&l Educa­
tion teaohera* tau^t nothing but Physical Education. 75^ of 
tills 5,6 had training In Physical Education. 80 teachers, or
lÔ v of all the Pliysical Edueatim teachers taught à combina­
tion of Phyaical Education and English. \A% ol\tMa 10^ who 
taught a ooKibinatlon of Phyaical Education and English had a 
college major or minor in Physical Education and 65;* had a 
college major or minor in English. "Training in Physical Educa­
tion" in the table below Indlo&tes a college major or minor 
in Phyaical Education. All other subjects are read in a siœl- 
Imr manner*
26, or Z%t Taui^t Ph. Ed. only—-— -75;̂  had Training in Ph. Ed,
iĝht Ph. Ed# & Eng*—— 14.« had Training in Ph. Ed*
65^ had Training in Eng.
.ught Ph. Ed. & hath.— 2;̂ had Training in Ph. Ed.
67^ had Training in Tatli.
Lght-Ph. Ed. & Soc.Sc.̂ 16,̂  had Training in Ph. Ed.
C5,f> had Training in Soc.Sc.
Lght Ph. Ed. ic Sci.™10^> had Training in Ph. Ed.
64;Z had Training In Sci.
ight Ph. 2d* & 5̂ *Lang.-0;* had Training in Ph. Ed.
Z'6% had Training in f .Lang*
Lght Ph. Ed. & Ind.A.-EE^ had Training in Ph. Ed.
50^ had Training in Ind.A.
ight Ph. 2d. & HcrseEc.— 0;̂  had Training in Ph. EÛ.
25;t had Training in Done Ec.
Lght Ph. Ed, & Com*— 51^ had Training In Ph. Ed.
5Q% had Training in Cosm.
ight Ph. Ed. & Agri.-— O'i had Training in Ph. Ed.
2/j had Training in Agri.
tght Ph. Ed, & E'usic— had Training in Ph. Ed.
had Training in Euslc
or ŝ .
80, cr loX,
119, or K.p,
215, or 26^,
145, or 17;̂ ,
5, or
5, or 1^,
4, or .5^,
154, or i9::s
55, or 4^,
52, or 4;f,
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llICa SCHOOL T&ACIIIKG ASD CCLIIiCS 7RAIKDTG
Tables IX-a trough IX-*r, nâiicli Ibllovs, present 
data abo’.jt l^OôO Berth Dakota teachers# These tables 
Indicate t!ie per cent of hlgli school teachers «ho teach 
one, two, or more subjects In which they had not majored 
or minored in college. These data wore taken from the 
annual reports of tlie principals of Horth Dakota hl0i 
schools to the state superintendent of schools* HioRe 
reports Indicate subjects taught aa well as majors and 
minora of teachers In the sjatera, A comparison of sub­
jects taught with majors and minors received In college 
Indicated the number of subjects taught without a major 
or minor* Subject-f lelds were used In preparing these 
tables,, For Illustration, if a teacher with a mathemat­
ics major were teaching a combination of ma thematic» and 
science, but did not have a major or minor In science, 
she was classified as teacMng one subject outside her 
major or minor fields*
Table IX-a shows the per cent of teachers in first 
class classified schools who taught some subjects In Which 
they bad not majored or minored, Elghty-threo per cent 
taught no subjects In «âildi they bad not majored or mln- 
ered* Sixteen per cent taught one subject In which they 
had not majored or minored* One per cent t&u^t two sub­
jects in which they bad not majored or mlnored. These 
«
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figure» Indicate that & large majority of teadiers In 
first class schools have majors or minors in the subjects 
tîiey teach#
Table IX-b shoua the per cent of teachers In second 
class classified schools taught some subjects In ehlch 
they had mot majored or mlmored# Fifty-two per cent tauglit 
no subject in which they bad not majored or mlnored# 
Thirty-'Slx per cent taught one subject In which they bad 
not majored or mlnored. Eight per cent taught two eubjects 
In T^lch they bad mot majored or minored* Four per cent 
t&u^t three subjects in rhldh they bad not majored or 
mlnored# Over half of the teachers in second class classi­
fied schools taught no subjects In which they had not 
majored «sr mlnored# However♦ there la a slight tendency 
for teacliers in this group to teach some subjects outside 
their major or minor field#
Table IX-c shows the per cent of teachers In third 
class classified schools who tau^it a cm# subjects outside 
their major or minor fields* Forty-one per cent taught ikj 
subjects in which they had not majored or mlnored# Thirty- 
four per cont taught or# subject in which they Imd not 
ma jwcd or mlnored# Twenty-two per cent taa^it two sub­
jects In which they bad not majored or mlnored, and three 
per cent t&u^t three subjects in which thc^ h&d not majored 
or mlnored#
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Table shows the pep cent of teachers In the
Consolidated schools who taught some subjects wtside 
their major or minor fields* Eight per cent of the 
teachers la consolidated schools tau(^t no subjects In 
whldh they had not majored or mlnored* Twenty per cent 
taiASht on® subject la which they had not majored or mln­
ored* Thirty-seven per cent taught two subjects In \Æiîch 
they îmd not majored or mlnored. Twenty-nln® per cont 
taught tlree subjects in wrddi they had not majoicd or 
mlnored* Six per cent taught all subjects In which they 
had not majored or mlnored* Frmi these figures It is 
evident that many teachers are teaching subjects In which 
they have not had sufficient training, limited nmber
of teachers would explain this point* They attesipt to 
teach all of the required subjects la addition to a few 
electives*
Table IX-e shows Uie per cent of teachers in all of 
the classified schools la the state of l̂ orth Dakota* It 
is a sumary of tables XX-a* IX—b, and IX—c end is figured 
on a.percei*age basis* It indicates tliat 69^ of all of 
the teachers taught no subject in which they had not 
majored or mlnored* Twenty-nine per cent of the teachers 
t&ugjit om  subject in which they had not majored or min­
ore d# Ten per cent taught two subjects in whicli they had 
not majored or mlnored * Cnlj two per cent taiight three
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eub^ôet» In thlch they had not majored or mlnored,
A comparison of tables end Il-o reveals that
there were b9% of the teachers in classified sdioola 
teaching no subject la which they had not majored or mln- 
ored, %'hlle there were only 8^ of the teachers In consoli­
dated schools teaching no subject in which they had not 
majored or mlnored* Teachers In classified sdjools tau^t 
fewer euhjecta outside their major a M  minor flelda than' 
did teachers in consolidated schools* This is itiat mî git 
be expected since teacljcrs in classified schools are sup­
posed to come up to a certain standard of training before 
they are allowed to teach in classified schools*
Table IX-f shows the per cent of tea criers in all of ■ 
the Korth Dakota hl^ schools who teach subjects outside 
their major or minor fields* Forty-six per cent tau^t m  
subjects in which they bod not majored or mlnored* Twenty- 
six end one-lialf per cent of all teachers taught one sub­
ject in which they had not majored or mlnored* Seventeen 
per cent taught two subjects in which they had not majored 
or mlnored. «ine per cent tau#%t three subjects in which 
they had not majorod or mlnored* One end one-half per cent 
taught all subjects in wîilch they had not majored or mln­
ored*
These figures would Indicate timt over Imlf of the 
teachers In Horth Dakota are teaching at least one subject
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outside of their zmjor or minor fields#
«
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TADL2 ÎX-a .
SUBJBTTS TAU(2IT VOTIIOtlT C0LLEC3 TllAITIBa 
CXasslfî,©dL*»̂ *̂**«i*'CrZass %
«rr„  taught no subject in whicb they ïmü not majored or mlnored 
162 taught one subject In which Uiey had not majored or mlnored 
taught two subject© In which they had not majozed or mlnored
TA31E I%.b 
CiaaslJTlecl*»'*»'»*»— Class II
tii/s taught no suoject In which they had not majored or mlnored
56;y taught 1 subject In which they had not majored or mlnored
Olt taught 2 subjects in which they had not majored or mlnored
4î tau^t Z subjects In which they had not majored or mlnored
TABLS■IX^o 
G l a s s i n C l a s s  H I
ïlj?" t'cm̂ it̂  ̂ 'Is^jeots in which they had not m  jored or mlnasd 
Ẑ % tauglit 1 subject in #%ich they had not majored or mlnored 
22^ taught 2 subjects in widch they had not majcred or Bdnored 
5̂  taught 5 subjects In which they had not majored or mlnored
TABU3 IX-d
Consolidated
^^%^^r^^suUjectin^&r&th^'~7md'"n0Fl&SJorWorm3Zor^ 
20i taught 1 subject In lAilch they had not majored or mlnored
Z7̂  taught 2 subjects In v/hScHi they had not majc^ed or mlnored
20;̂ taught S subjects In ahlch they had not majored or mlnored
6,̂  taught all sub jo eta in which they had not mjcrad w  mlnored
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TABLE IX -.0
SDBJEGT3 TAUŒT IVITEOUT COLLEGE TRAHm^O 
Ail Classified
69/û taugiît no subject in which they had not majored or mlnored
29^ taught 1 subject in which they had not najored or Kiinored
10^ taught 2 subjects in which they had not majored or mlnored
Z% taught 5 subjects in which they Imd not majored or mlnored
45Ja taught 
2Gt̂  taught 
17;̂  tau^it 
0^ taught 
l|^ taught
TABLE l%.f
All Schools
no subject In ahlch they had not majorod or silnored
1 subject in which they had not majored or mlnored
2. subjects in wMch they had not majored w  mlnos’ed
3 subjects in wliidi they had not majored or mlnored
ell subjects In which they had not majored or mlnored
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T%:AC22j{3 WITH C0L12GE LUlJOas OR r.iiTom  
IS Ticia TSAOiiim f i h .d
Tables X-& tîirough X-f are sumarles of data shoeing 
tbe nuxiber of teachers In each subject^field, the per 
cent of these teachers who have majors or minors in each 
field, and the per cent *ho teach in that field alone*
TZm data were collected frm the same 1,060 teaelier pro-* 
grama used In preceding tables*
Table X-a represents the data for class I classified 
schools* ColiîtTïi one shows Wie major subject-fields com- 
prising this study# The second column shows the number 
of teachers teacMng each of t lie se fields In the class I 
classified scÆïools. Column tlapee shows tî» per cent of 
these teachers who have majors or minors in their field#
The fourth colima shows the per cent of teacMrs teach 
la this field alone*
Tîiei’© are 250 English teachers in the first class 
classified schools of Borth Dakota, ÙQ% of whom Imve maj­
ors or minors in their field# Forty-foar per cent cf these 
English teachers teach nothing but hnglish*
Of the 173 mathematics teacMra in first class classi­
fied schools, 62^ have majors or minora in their field 
and 2SJ* teach nothing but mathemtlcs* All other subjects 
may be road in a similar manner. ,
In the first class classified sdiools tliere are s^re
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teach©!** teaching English than any other snhject. They 
are followed by teachers of social science and science* 
Ucme econcmlcm teachers are the best trained teachers in 
the first class schools from the standpoint of majors and 
isinorc* Latin teachers come second and Engllsii teachers 
are third. Commerce teachers are the moat poorly trained 
teacîiers so far as majwa and minors are concerned* 
Flfty-^seyen per cent of the agriculture teaolmrs 
teach nothing but agriculture. Forty-five per cent of the 
Industrial arts teachers teach nothing but that subject, 
and A4-% of• the English teachers teach nothing but English.
Table %-b shows tiie data for class I classified 
schools. This table is read the same as table X-a. In 
almost every case, the teachers In this class of school 
have poorer training than in the first class classified 
schools. Teachers of th& following subjects in the sec­
ond class schools have better training tlian those in first 
class schools! mathematics, Latin* In all cases except 
Latin and modern language, the per cent of teaches in 
class I schools teaching in their field alone is much 
greater than the teachers in class II schools*
Table X-c reveals the same type of information for 
the tMrd class classified schools. Again, as in table 
X-b, the per cent of teachers vho have siajors and minors 
in their fields is smaller than teachers In first class
*
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«chools. The reason for this has been given In the second 
chapter of this study* The per cent of teachers iho 
taught In their field alone is very small*
Table Xmd shows the data for teachers in the ccnsoli- 
dated schools of Ilcrth Dakota# Table %^e shows tlm same 
information for all of the classified schools. In every 
case the per cent of teachers in the classified schools 
with a major or minor in their field was greater than in 
the consolidated schools# This was also true of the per 
cent of teachei’s who teach in their field alone. It is 
obvious that the per cent of teaclwrs who have majors or 
minors in their field la greater In the classified schools 
than in the consolidated schools because in most cases 
they teach in only one or two fields,while in the consoli­
dated schools teachers arc asked to te adit in three or 
more fields, wîicther they have training or not*
Table X-f represents this same type of information 
for all sciioola in the state of horth iekota# The table 
is read like table X-a. There are 1^602 teachers In ÎTorth 
Dakota teaching social science, 63/. of shorn have a major 
or minor in that subject. One thousand three hundred 
ninety-four teachers teach English, 65^ of «hcsa have & 
major or minor in that subject. Forty-six. per cent of all 
teachers in Korth Dakota have a major or minor in the sub- 
jeet-field In which they teach. Twelve per cent of all
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teachers teach in one fîoM only#
$
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TADLS
TSACH2RS ■t.îTH A KAJ03 CR KlUOa ÎÎÏ TTIlCia mCEITîG FIZLDO
5DBJKCT FIELDS BUNBER 
OF . 
TZACESnS
PER CENT 
IsIIO HAVE 
IIAJORED OR 
KINOnUD IN
FIELD
PER CENT
LEO TEACH 
IK THIS 
FIELD 
ALONE
ENGLISH 250 oo;g U %
KA'niEl'ATICS 173
SOCIAL 3GIZKCE 230 07^ Z6%
SCIENCE 232 04:: 20;̂
LATIN 56 91^ 9^
KODZIN 1ABGFAG2 40 70^ 12*5:$
INDUSTRIAL ARTS SI 4s;( 45^
«01̂ 2 ECONOMICS 72 42:$
C0133RC3 164 31^ 42;»
AGRICULTURE SO 63^ 57^
music - 02 82;:; 27:$
FETSICAL EDUCATION 61 40^ 34^
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TACrn x-b
TEACn% R3 %%T3 À l'A JO R  OR K IK O R  H ! T E IC ia  T lS A C E irO  P IZ L D 3
Classified— — Class II
SC3JECT FIEIDS FUliBza
OF
TmOIILRS
P m  COT ■ 
TilQ EAY3 
KAJORLD OR
KIlîOriED m  
FIELD
PEa CERT 
%L0 TEACH 
in THIS 
FIELD 
ALONE
EîîGLISn G7 7i;g 22^
mTcmi&Tics 57 65:̂ 12^
SOCIAL SCÎEÎiCa 83 62^ 17%
SCILKCil 66 83^ 12%
lATIB 8 94;: 26%
MmmCI LASatTAGE 14 2Z% 14%
IKLOSTHIAL ARTS 10 39;: 0%
HOHL KC0S0KIC3 10 26^ 10%
COKKBRGS 61 soÿ 15%
ACRICOLTUHS 2 o;: 0%
KD3I0 31 48:: 5%
TirrSICAL EKJCATXOÎÎ ' 19 29ÿ 16%
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TABLE Xwo
TSAOBEES ¥ITB A MAJOR OR KI50R H  TfSIR T2ACH2BG FIELDS
Cla3$lf Cl&6@ III
SUBJECT FIELDS
OF
Ts&cnms
TER cmrr
Llio HAVE
EAJmsD onMIMOnSD II 
FIELD
PER CSKT 
mo TEACH II THIS 
FIELD 
ALOIS
SLCLTSÎÎ 98 68^ 10;̂
MATEümTICS 82 66^
SOCIAL SCXEBCE 120 81:: 6.5::
s e m e s 92 69^ 1^
lATIS 7 56^ 0$:
EODSRB UBCTJAGS 10 76:: 0^
IIÎDUSTHIAL ARTS 5 67^ 0^
E O m  EC0M0KIC3 S 64;: 0^
coiimEcs 106 23^ l i
AGRICULTURE 20 17$; Q%
MUSIC 42 so;: 0%
rSYSICAL SDCCATIoa 22 9^ 0^
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Tâ BLS X-d
TZJLC%r%rüs T3T%i jL <)& K]3fo:% iir  m c ia  iKL/uzojBG
CCKSCIÏDAm)
SUBJECT FIEIDS BuiTsa
OF
TEACISRS
FKIi CKÎÎX 
mo HAVE
MAJORED OR 
EIEOIÏED II 
FIELD
PER CEST
mo TEAcn
II THIS 
FIELD 
ALOIS
miGlTSII 934 36;$ 1%
KA7SEHATICS 660 12^ 0^
SOCIAL SGIEECZ 1160 42^
Z&GIirWCGS 742 20,< 0;;$
LATiy 34 0^ 0/̂
]g(]D2RB iJlIICnjjUGS: 20 3i;g
I%n%C3:TR]JLL AR3X3 6 0^ o;$
HOKÜ LcmcMics 0 0^
CC&ZBZiÜGS 936 14;$ i;:
AGRICULTURE 264 4;( o;$
KU3IC 246 16;:$ 4:$
fIDRSICAL IBXJCATIGR
. .. . ■
716 11^
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TAMm %#e
m c H s a s  WITH a  m x a a  oa sihoh is thsie tsaceisg j û x d sALL ClA33i:^ISD
SDBJLCT M I M U Z
OP
TEACESaS
pza C M T
WHO HAVE 
MAJORED Oa 
MI30RLD IS 
PÎELD
PEE CLYT
m o  TZAca
U  THIS 
ILSLD 
ALOHS
ESdLlSB 415 76# 32#
KAÎÎÎB2IATICS m 64# 16#
SOCIAL SCIMCH 442 76# 24#
8CIZBC3 390 79# 19#
LATIS 71 80# 10>
SCiDEHS LAiaCACE 34 36# 11#
ISDUSTEUL ARTS 46 38# 30#
n < m  BcoiroMXcs 90 32# 34#
c o m m c E 331 28# 24#
AGHICOLTnnS 61 29# 56#
mrsxc 163 36# 13#
PHYSICAL .EDUCATION 102 26# 23.5#
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X«f
mcHiias iiTH A MÂjoa ca maoa is
ALL SCHOOLS
SCBJLCt IISLDB s m s m
OP
m c H s a s
PLS G M T
WHO HATH 
UAJOrLSJD OB 
mmOHED IH 
PILLD
PHH CLSr 
WHO TEACH 
15 THIS 
PULD 
ALOM
M U S H 1394 63^ 10,3%
mtimATiGs 972 31^ 3%
SOCIAL s e m e s 1602 68^ 7%
s e m e s 1132 6 ^ 7%
UTÎH 103 60^ 6,6%
MQCSHH lAMGUACS 92 30j& 8%
m U S m i A L  ARTS 32 37% 27%
HO.S L'COHOSaCS 93 39% 32%
codâmes 1267 23% 6.5%
AGEîCCLIOBS 325 23% 7% •
msic 401 46% 8%
PHYSICAL LDUCAIlOa 816 2 ^ 3%
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icciBsa CB» FiGU)3 :Qi saiicai isc&ciBcas sofoc
Tat)les XC-a througli Xl-f show the per cent of teachers 
teaching In the various fields* College students prepar­
ing to teach school assume that they vîll teach In their 
major or minor fields* Upon attempting to secure a posi­
tion., it soon becomes evident that they vlll have to teach 
some subjects oWislde their major fields if they expect to 
teach in an average Ifcrth Dakota high school* Itoat of the 
teachers «rho are teacMng in one field only are found in 
the largo systems of the state* These tables sJxw the per 
cent of teachers teaching In one, two, three, four, or 
more fields in each of the classes of schools found in the 
state*
Table Xl-a shows the per cent of teachers teaching 
In one, two, or three fields in the first class classi­
fied schools* Fifty-seven per cent of the teachers teach 
in only one field* . Tiilrty-seven per cent teach in two 
fields and six per cent teach In three fields* Tt̂ ese fig­
ures show that 94;* of all teachers in first class classi­
fied BO'Wols teach in on® or two fields* Teachers in 
these schools will usually always teach in their major 
or minor fields*
Table Xl-b gives the same type of information for
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teachers in second class clasalfîôd schools* Thirty-four 
per cent of the teachers In this class teach In one field. 
Forty-five per cent of the teachers teach in two fields, 
nineteen per cent teach In tîsree fields,while on© per 
cent teach in each of four m d  five fields.
This indicates that the per cent of teachers teach­
ing In QUO field has dropped from 57;̂  In first class 
schools to 54^ In second class schools# Those teaching 
in two fields have Increased from 57j# In first class 
school* to 4t5̂  in second class schools. Those teaching 
in three fields have Increased from 6^ in first class 
schools to 10% In second class schools. This shows that 
as the school becomes smaller, the nuciber of fields in 
which a teaciysr teaches, become* greater.
Table XI-o shows the per cent of teachers teaching 
one, two, three, or more fields in the third class classi­
fied schools. Fourteen per cent teach in on© field. 
Forty-five per cent teac^ in two fields. Thirty-one per 
cent teach in three fields and lOjI teach in four fields. 
Again it is noticeable that as the school becaeies smaller, 
the number of subjects taught by teachers increases.
Table Xl-d shows the same data for consolidated 
schools and table ll-o for all classified, schools. Table 
%I-e la a summary of tables %Z-a, Xl-b, and table XI-c.
A comparison of tables XI-d and XI—e shows tliat 5% of
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the te&chera la consolidated schools taught la one fis Id 
only and of the toacisers la classified sdiiools taught 
in one field* Ton per cent of the teachers In consoli- 
dated sdhools taught In two fields» while 42^ of the 
teachers In classified schools taught In two fie Id a#
Other comparisons can he aiade in the aaase way# These 
figures reveal that teachers in small schools are teach­
ing In laore fields than teachers in large schools*
Tahl© Zl-f shows the per cent of teachers working In 
one» two, three, or more fields In all of the schools In 
Korth Wcota# Twenty-seven and one-half per cent of the 
teachers tmiglit In o m  field* Thirty-four per cent taught 
in two fields# îîîmteen and one-half per cent of the 
teachers t^ght la three fields while 10^^ taught In four 
fields* Six per cent taught In as many as five fields 
and 2-^ taught In six fields#
It Is evident that a largo per cent of the teachers 
teach in two or more fields, which Indicates that students 
preparing to teach should train themselves In several 
different fields* A large per cent of the beginning 
teachers will have to teach In two or more fields* In 
many cases teoclaers do not know the subjects they wixl 
teach until the first teachers» mcetine is called*
Just how far a prospective teacljcr can go in training 
lier self in many fields depends upon the field in which the
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teacher le working. For example, modem language teach- 
era feel that a minor In German or French would not be 
aufficlent preparation for teaching either of these sub­
jects* The same is true of subjects In the commercial 
and industrial fields*
On the other hand, a minor In history, geography, 
agriculture, mathematics or sociology would be sufficient 
training in college to enable one to teach t lie se subjects* 
If each of the teachers in all schools could have socse 
training in the so oommon academic subjects, probably 
every class In school co?ild be taught by someone with
at least a college minor in the field*
It is hardly fair to a school for a teacîier to take a 
teaching position in which he has no preparation* It is 
certainly imfair to the teacher* In most of our first 
and second class schools a teacher must have a certain 
ajaount of experience before being aĉ Tltted to the faculty. 
Most of this experience must be secured In a school where 
she will be required to teach in several fields* Surely 
it would be wise for all teachers to secure a general 
training in the ccs*3mon teaching fields in preparation for 
teaching*
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TABLE Xt-ft
iriiTt (rcaGrr ();» ][B ifJu%]:ou3 fiEJLaa
Classified— -̂.-— Class I
Z7% of teachers In îlorth lakota teach in-— 1 Field
Z7'̂  of teachers In North Dakota teach in— B Fields
6% of teachers In North Dakota teach in— 5 Fields
TABLE Xl-b
i»2;a (Zizin' oi? TPiiA.cîi23H:5; ià(>ïiE:i]K(; iig Traj%:[()i%3 jpjczajDG 
Classified'*'——'»— -Glass II
54^ of teacJ'iCrs in North Dakota teacJi in— -1 Field
45i« of teacMrs in North Dakota teach in— 2 Field*
19;̂  of teachers in North Dakota teach in— 3 Field*
1% of teacher* in North Dakota to&ch in— 4 Fields
1% of teachers in North Dakota teach in— 5 Fields
TABLE n-C
]pi;a (Ziari' <)]? s'auAisirszRzs % csH&irKrc ica; ifJiRiocs; jpicEUDS 
Classified— — Class III
14K of teachers in Forth Dakota teach in— 1 Field
45̂ 0 of teachers in North Dakota teach in— 2 Field*
£1;> of teachers in North Dakota teach in— 3 Fields
10;« of teachers in Forth Dakota teach in— 4 Fields
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TA3LE H-d
rra qzRT o? TZAŒsiis iz; VARicns piizm
CONSOLIDATED
5^ Of
lo;̂  of 
Z2% of 
of
22f. of 
10^ of
teachers
teachers
teachers
teachers
teachers
teachers
in Sorth 
In North 
In Korth 
in North 
in North 
In North
Dakota
Dakota
Dakota
Dakota
Dakota
Dakota
teach In- 
teach In­
to ach in- 
teach in-
— I 
-8 
—-S 
— 4
teach in—— 5
Field
Fields
Fields
Fields
Fields
teach in— -6 Fields
TABLE XI-Ô
PEB CENT CF TEACHERS WOREIBO IN VARIOUS FIELDS
ALL CLASSIFIED
of teachers in North Dakota teach in— «1 Field
42> of teachers in North Dalcota teach In— 2 Fields
of teachers in North Dakota teach In— S Fields
5-̂ jg of teachers in North Dakota teach in— 4 Fields
I/^^of teacâiers In North Dakota teach la— —5 Fields
TABLE Xl-f
PER CENT OF TEA GHEES l^DEIIG IK VABÎOÏÏS FIELDS 
ALL SCLCOLS III STATE
S7KZi'f.
10% 6
of teachers 
of teachers 
of teachers 
of teachers 
of teachers 
of teachers
in North 
in North 
in North 
In North 
In North 
in North
Dslcota
Dakota
Dakota
Dakota
Dakota
Dakota
teach
teacîi
teach
teach
teach
teach
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CliAPTZR V
1« Thia lnveatÎ£:iitlon covors the teaching prog r tan a of 
1,9G0 teachers In 543 classified and consolidated 
sdiools of Horth Dakota*
2* Twenty-seven and one-lmlf per cent of the teachers 
taii£ht In one field, Z4$ tauê rit In two fields, 19-hC 
taught in three fields, I0|/1i taught in four fields, 
io% taught In five fields, and 2]^ taught in six 
fields* Th& teacher training institutions should 
give attention to theoe figures and attempt to train 
all teachers for teaching in at least two fields*
Z* Boards of education and auperintendonts can increase 
tho efficiency of teachers by employing teacîers and 
assigning teaching duties in terms of the most fre­
quent subject ccRî’blmtîon.s as found in the state of 
Berth Dakota* Bo teacher should he required to 
teach In more than two fields*
4. These data indioate that teacher training institu­
tions should provide Information to prospective 
tcaclisrs as to tlj© oorrmon teaching combinations in 
Korth Dakota and. should require that teachers take 
basic courses in several fields*
5. A definite subject combination was more often found
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6J33.0Bg teacher a In large sdiools than «y.̂ ong teacher a 
In 82)all schools* In scsaae of the small schools. It 
was difficult to discover any definite combinations#
Tiko and on©<-hair per cent of the teachers t&nght In 
as many as six different fields#
G* £n£ll_ĵ_>̂  Jt eachor a * pror rans. The most comcson combina­
tion with the teaching of Znglldi is social science*
The next most common combinations 'with English are 
commerce and sclecce*
7# The three most cossnon combinat Iona with maüiematlôs.
In the order of Importanoe, are science, social science, 
and corsîterc®*
8# Social science teachers* rro^rams. Tîie mat c<ysm\an 
combination with social science la English, with com­
merce aecmd, and solan ce tMrd#
9. Science oombinatione in the order of importance are 
aoclal science, mathematics, and commerce*
10# Latin combinaticsc® include English first, social aci- 
ence second, and mathemtics third*
11# Til® per cent of teachers who teach in one field In­
creases with the aise of the school# This la probably
due to the fact that large schools are able to employ 
more teachers and assign them in one field wly.
12# ilany subjects such as Latin, modern languages, indus­
trial arts, home economics, and agriculture are very 
seldom tauilit In the ssiaXler sOiools of the state
#
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be cans 0 of the large nwjher of subject a which arc re­
quired to be taught in every school*
15'. Some subjects never occur In combination with other 
subjects In any of the progrsns of teachers In the 
state, such as; English and Industrial arts, maths- 
natlcs with home economics, modern language with in­
dustrial az'ts, and physical education with Latin*
14* As the schools beoose smaller the number of subjects 
offered In the programs of these schools declines In 
number* This la due to the fact that the smaller 
schools are unable to employ a large nuîiîber of teach­
ers In their systems*
IS* Social science Is taught more often than any other 
subject in combination with the twelve major He Ida* 
Science and English are also quite ccmoxmly combined 
with the twelve major fields*
10* ThQ teaching combinations In the states of Kansas, 
hlssourl, and Horth Dakota were found to be quite 
similar*
17. Forty-six per cent of the teachers in the state of
Korth Dakota have a major or minor in the field which
they are teaching*
1C. The per cent of teachers who were prepared to teach in 
the various fields they were teaching changes greatly 
as the different classes of schools ere chocked*
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TeacLora î» Xlr«t ol&ss classified, scbcols arc iruch. 
"better trained than those in the lower classes of 
schools* Teachers in consolidated schools often 
had no training in the subjects they were teaching.
19. Til ere are 50^ of t1» teachers in classified schools 
teaching no subject in mhich they had not xsajored 
or mlnored, while there were only 0^ of the teachers 
In consolidated schools teaching no subject In which 
they had not sîajored or minored,
£0» Over 1mlf of tliO tcachera in Eorth Dakota are teach­
ing at least one subject in which they had not majored 
or minore d#
21. Social science teachers are the best trained teach­
ers from tho standpoint of college majora and minors. 
Sixty-eight per cent have a umjor or minor in their 
field. Sixty-five per cent of the Zngllsh teacJsers 
have a major or minor in their field* Sixty-four per 
cent of the sclenoo teachers Imve rajora or lalnors.
22. Five per cent of the teachers in consolidated schools 
taught in on© field m d  £5/€ of the teachers in classi­
fied schools tau#)t in one field* Tî'ieae figures re­
veal that teachers In small schools ore teaching in 
more fields tlmn teachers In large schools.
»
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1S4
Topics for R.irlher Research 
Thle study of Teaching Gonibinationa in Bortb Dakota 
socondary ©choola euggcsts further investigation. Topic» 
wMch ml£^t be selected might be taken from the follow­
ings
1* A continued study of thia same topic In ensuing 
yesLTS to determine the trends in teaching coabln&tiona.
2* A comparison should be made of teaching cccibina- 
tlona as found. In three or four of the states around 
Korth Dakota.
Z* wlmt is the amount of college training In each 
of the fields taught In our secondary schools #dch real­
ly qualifies for teaciiing In that field?
Surgcsticns for Irrprovcrr.ent 
1. Students in teacher training institutions should 
become familiar with tho present teaching ccnblnatlons 
and give considerable thought to the subjects they are 
preparing to teach*
2* Superintendent* and school boards should femil-- 
larl»e themselvos with the most caüSTson gubject—combinat 1 on* 
before selecting end assigning new teachers. Subjects with 
a wide difference In content do not combine as easily as 
those «ore closely related.
Zm Teachers should be selected to fit tite vacancy 
and not try to adjust an unqualified te&cl:&>r to the
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roqalrezüoats of tl» school*
4* For greatest efficiency, fcea<̂ iers should be ©k- 
ployed w>io have majors or minors In the fields they are 
to teach*
5* Teaching canMnations end teacher training 
should become more standardized so that ao many difficult 
coGiblnatlona do not arise*
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